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PREFACE 
The present dissertation entitled "Functor Theory" is submitted to meet the 
partial requirements of M.Phil programme of Aligarh Muslim University, Aligarh. 
This dissertation mainly plan to present the basic concepts in category theory, 
functor theory and other categorical ideas in easiest possible way which will be 
helpful to further proceed in research work. 
This exposition comprises four chapters. Each chapter contains a brief 
introduction and is divided into various sections. The definitions, examples and 
results in the text have been specified with double decimal numbering. The first 
hgure indicates the chapter, the second denotes the section and the third mentions 
the number of the definitions or examples or propositions or theorem as the case 
may be in a particular chapter. For example Theorem 3.2.2 refers to the second 
theorem appearing in the section 2 of the chapter 3. 
The chapter first consists of the concept of category and some constructions 
with different structures in categories, like particular objects and morphisms; zero' 
and integral objects; equalizers and pullbacks; images, products and intersections. 
Balanced and normal categories are based on the lines and techniques given in 
Maclane[37], Burgess[lO] and Mitchell [44]. 
Chapter second deals with functors, some preserving properties of functors 
and natural transformations based on the techniques adopted by Bucur[9], Blyth 
[5] and Maclane[37], 
Chapter third is about special functors is concerned with additive, adjoint, 
GPB(GPO) complete functors, reflections, roots and limits based on the work of 
Maclane[37], [38] , Zaidi [51], [52] and Mitchell [44]. 
Chapter four provides the study of derivations, homological properties of gen-' 
eralized derivations, generalized Jordan derivations and some elementary prop-
erties of generalized .Jordan and Lie derivations based on the work of Nakajima 
[45], [46]. 
In the end of the dissertation, a bibliography has been given which by no 
means is comprehensive but mentions only the papers and books referred to in 
the main body of the dissertation. 
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CHAPTER 1 
CATEGORIES 
§ 1.0 Introduction 
This chaj^ter has been devoted to the study of category and some construc-
tions on categories. Here mainly we cUscuss the categorical concept of zero and 
integral objects, equalizers and kernels, pullback and pushout, images, products 
and intersection etc. Some structural categories are studied and balanced, nor-
mal, exact and additive categories are also studied. The literature of this chapter 
is mainly based on the work of Blyth[5], Eilenberg[19], FVeyd[22], Schubert[50] 
etc. The entire chapter is divided into six sections. 
Section 1.1 comprises the basic definitions of categories and relative examples 
given by Blyth[5] Maclane[37] and Schubert[50] etc. Section 1.2 deals with dual, 
product, morph categories. Section 1.3 treats with coretractions, retractions and 
isomorphisms; zero and integral objects with examples. Section 1.4 is concerned 
witli equalizers, kernels, pullback and pushout and some results. Images, products 
and intersection are elaborated in Section 1.5. And Section 1.6 consists of tlie 
balanced, normal, exact and additive categories. 
§ 1.1 Categories 
Definition 1.1.1: A category is an algebraic system represented as a pair 
C = {O, {M, o)}, where O denotes class of objects whose members are called 
objects of the category, M denotes the class of morphisms whose members are 
called the morphisms of the category, o denotes the binary operation known as 
product or composition of the morphism, partially defined on M, which satisfies 
the following axioms Ci, C2, C3, C4 and C5 given below. 
An element eG M is called identity morphism such that whenever 
e ofv or Q'o e is defined, it is equal to a. 
The axioms are as follows: 
C\ - The triple product as o {oi2 o Qi) is defined if and only if (as o 02) o a^ is 
defined, and whenever either is defined, the associative law as o (a2 o a i ) = 
(as o a2) o aiholds, sometimes this unique triple product simply written as 
a3a2a i . 
C2 - The triple product as o a2 o ai is defined, whenever both products as o a2 
and 02 o aiare defined. 
Cs - To each morphism aG A^, there is associated atleast one identity mor-
phism e\£M such that aoci is defined and at least one identity morphism 
e2&M such that e2oa is defined. 
C4 - For each object A G C , there is an identity morphism CA^ M, denoted by 
CA or simply IA-
C5 - For each identity morphism e6 M, there is a unique object AeO, such 
that e = CA-
Remark 1.1.1 The axioms C4 and C5 show that the class of objects O is in 
bijection with the sub-class I C A^ consisting of all the identity morphisms 
in M. Therefore the pair {O, < Ai, o> } may be represented by a triplet 
{O, M, X) under certain conditions. 
The above remark 1.1.1 shows that the class of objects plays a subsidiary 
role in the definition of category. We can thus define a category without objects 
as follows. 
Definition 1.1.2: A category is a class of morphisms M together with a binary 
operation partially defined on A^(the image of the pair (/?,a) whenever defined 
under the operation is denoted by 13a), satisfying the axioms Mi, M2, M3 given 
as: 
Ml - The triple product 7(/3a) is defined if and only if {'^ff)a is defined and 
they are equal. 
Mg - The triple product 7/3a is defined whenever both product 7/? and (5Q are 
defined. 
M3 - For each o-eM, there exist identity morphisms ei, 62€A^ such that aei 
and 620' are defined. 
Proposition 1.1.1: If e and e are identity morphisms, and ea and e a both are 
defined, then e = e . 
Remark 1.1.2: With the lielp of proposition 1.1.1 and category axiom M3, we 
can define a fimction 
R -.M-^M 
such that for each a^M, image K[Q.) is an identity morphism in M, such that 
(R(Q))a is defined, and if e is an identity morphism and ea is defined then e = 
R{a). 
Similarly with same argument we can define a function 
D \M^ M 
such that for each a^M, image D(a) is an identity morphism in M, such that 
Q(D(a))is defined, and if e is an identity morphism and ae' is defined then e = 
D(a) . 
Proposition 1.1.2: For any a, 0 ^ M, a(i is defined if and only if D(a) = R(/?). 
Proof:-^suppose that a/3 is defined and since a(D(a) = Q is defined, it follows 
that (Q!(D(a))/?is defined, then by axiom M2, D(a))/5 is defined, R(/3)/5 is defined 
by definition of function R, D(a) and R(/?) both are identity morphism then by 
Proposition 1.1.1 we obtain 
D{a) = R{(3). 
<r- Conversely if D ( Q ) = R(/?) = e say, then ae and e/3 both are defined then 
by axiom M2, a/3 = (ae)/? = a(e/3) is defined. 
Proposition 1.1.3: For any a, 0 eM if ao/? is defined then D{ao0) = D{a) and 
R{aop) = R(a) 
Proposition 1.1.4: Definitions 1.1.1 and 1.1.2 are equivalent. 
Remark 1.1.3: For each pair of objects A, B G C, there is a set of morphisms 
given as 
Homc{A,B) = {a e M \ ae^ and ega are defined } 
It is clear that for each disjoint pair of objects, the corresponding morphism sets 
are also distinct. 
Thus the class of morphisms M. can be written as 
M = U Homc{A,B) 
(A,B)eOxO ^^ ' ^ 
Remark 1.1.4: In the above representation every morphism set need not be 
non-empty. 
Notation: In further discussion we shall denote a category by C={0, A4}or 
simply by C and a set of morphisms by Homc{A,B) simply by Hom(A,B). 
Examples of categories 
Example 1.1.1: Every monoid M constitutes a category with the set M 
as its only object and the elements of M as its morphisms(small category). 
Example 1.1.2: The category Ens whose class of objects is the class of all sets 
and class of morphisms is the class of functions on sets. 
Example 1.1.3: The category T whose class of objects is the class of all topo-
logical spaces and class of morphisms is the cla,ss of all contiimous functions on 
topological spaces. 
Example 1.1.4: The ctegory To whose class of objects is the class of all sets with 
base points and class of morphisms is the class of all functions which preserves 
the base point. This category will be called "Based Sets Category". 
Example 1.1.5: The category Grp whose class of objects is the class of all 
groups and class of luorphisms is the class of group homomorphisms is called the 
category of groups. 
Example 1.1.6: The category ^ b whose class of objects is the class of all abelian 
groups and class of morphisms is the class of all group homomorphisms which 
preserves the al)elian structure of group. This category is called "Category of 
Abelian Groups". 
Example 1.1.7: The category Mod of (left) R-modules whose class of objects 
is the class of all R-modules and class of morphism is the class of all module 
homomorphisms. 
Example 1.1.8: The category Ring of rings whose class of objects consists of 
all rings, and the class of morphisms is the class of all ring homomorphisms. 
Example 1.1.9: The category Vect of vector spaces over a field F. Here class 
of objects are vector spaces and the class of morphisms is the class of linear 
transformations among vector spaces. 
Definition 1.1.3: A sub-system C' = {0\ M] of the category C = [O, M] 
where O = O, M' C M is called a sub category of the category C if and only if 
the following conditions hold: 
(i) If Q,p G M and if a0 is defined in M, then a/3 € M' 
(ii) Ua e M', then Dom(a)and Ran(a) G O' 
(iii) If Ae C , thenc.4G M' 
Remark 1,1.5: Every subcategory is also a category. 
Definition 1.1.4: A subcategory C' ^ {0\ M'} of the category C = {O, M} is 
called full subcategory if and only if for each a e M,the conditions Dom(Q;)G O' 
and Ran(a)G O' imply a G M'. 
In other words, a subcategory C' = {O', A^'} is a full subcategory if and only if 
for each pair of objects (A,B) € O'xO , Homc'{A,B) = Homc{A,B) hold. 
Examples of subcategories and full subcategories 
Example 1.1.10: The category of all finite sets and functions is a full subcate-
gory of category of sets Ens 
Example 1.1.11: Tlie category To is a sub category of T. 
Example 1.1.12: Tlie category Ah is a full sub category of Grp. 
§ 1.2 Some constructions on categories 
Definition 1.2.1(Dual Category): For any C — {O, M] there is a category 
C* = {O*, M*] called the dual (or opposite) category of C if the following hold; 
(i) The objects of the category are the objects of C, in other words 0 = 0* 
(ii) The class of niorphisms A4 in C is in bijection with the class morphisms 
M* in C* (for each morphisrn QGM the corresponding morphism in M* is 
denoted by n*). 
(iii) If a*, (3*eC* and Q*/?* is defined in C* then a*(3* = {pa)* 
Remark 1.2,1: If a : A —> B be a morphism in C, then a*G C* be a morphism 
a* : B* ^ A * . 
Remark 1.2.2: For each property on morphisms in category C there is a dual 
property on morphisms in category C*. For instance, if P is a property on mor-
phisms then P* is a property on morphisms defined as, a is P* if and only if o* 
is P for each a^M. 
Definition 1.2.2(Product Category): If Ci and C2 are categories, their prod-
uct is the category with objects as the ordered pairs (^1,^2) of objects AiECt, i-
= 1,2 while a morphism {Au A2)^{Bi, B2)is an ordered pair {f\, h) of morphism 
/ , : y l , - > 5 „ i = i , 2 . Suppose that ( / i , /2) : {AuA2)^{B,,B2)8ind{gu92)iBuB2)-^iCx,C2] 
then their composition defined as {gug2)°{fi, f'l) = {91°fi, ^20/2)-
In the same way we can define the produet of any indexed family of categories. 
Definition 1.2.3(Morph C): For any category C, there is a category Morph 
C called the category of uiorphisms of C, defined as follows: 
(i) The objects of Morph C are triplets (A, B, a) where a : A -> B be a 
niorphisni in C. 
(ii) A niorphism from the triplet (A, B, a) to the triplet (A', B , a ) is pair of 
morphisms a : A —> A' and b : B -> B ' 
such that the diagram 
A -^  B 
^ B' 
commutes. 
The identity niorphisni corresponding to the triplet (A, B, a) is denoted by 
(IA,IB) cind the composition is denoted by componentwise. 
Definition 1.2.4(C/A, the category of objects above A): For a fixed object 
A in the category C we can construct a new category C/A as follows: 
(i) The objects of C/A are (H, h) where H eC and h : H->A be a morphism 
with range A in C 
(ii) A morphism f : (H,h)^(// ' ,/), ') in C/A is a morphism f : H-> H' 
such that the diagram 
H 
W 
-> A 
commutes. 
This categoi-y is {i,ivpn by Grothendieck [24]. We call C/A the category of 
objects above A. 
Definition 1.2.5 (A\C, the category of objects below A): For a fixed object 
A in the category Cwe can construct a new category A\C as follows: 
(i) The objects of A\C are (K,k) where K GC and k : A—)'K be a morphism 
with domain A in C 
(ii) A morphism f : (K,k)—>• {K ,k') in A\C is a morphism f : K—> K 
such that the diagram 
> K 
f 
K' 
commutes. 
This category A\C is called the category of objects below A. 
§1.3 Particular objects and morphisms, zero and integral 
objects 
Definition 1.3.1: A morphism a. : A—>B in a category C is called a coretrac-
tion(or section) if there exists a morphism a : B—>^A such that a a = IA 
Dually, 
A morphism o : A —)• B is called retraction if there exists a morphism 
a : B —> A such that aa" = IB • 
Example 1.3.1: In the category Ens of sets, injections are coretractions(section) 
and projections are retractions. 
Example 1.3.2: In the category Grp of groups, monomorphisms are corectrac-
tions and epimorphisms are retractions. 
Definition 1.3.2: A morphisni « : A->B in a category C is called an isomorpiiism 
if there exists morpliisnis a' : B->A, a" : B -^A such that a a = I A and aa" = /g 
i.e, a morphism a : A->B is an isomorphism if and only if, it is both core-
traction and retraction . 
Remark 1.3.1: Tlie left and right inverses of an isomorphism are the same. If a' 
: B— A^ and a : B— A^ are left and right inverses respectively of the isomorphism 
a:A-^B then we have , 
/ / // / ' \ " T " " 
a = a JB = Q (aa ) = (a Qja = IAQ — Q 
. This unique morphism a' = a" is called the inverse of the morphism a ; A-^B, 
and denoted by Q~^ ; B—>A. 
Examples of Isomorphisms 
Example 1.3.3: In the category Ens of all sets, bijection functions are isomor-
phisms of the category. 
Example 1.3.4: The group isomorphism are the isomorphisms of the category 
Grp of all groups. 
Example 1.3.5: The homomorphisms of the topological spaces are isomorphisms 
in the category T. 
Definition 1.3.3: A morphism a : A->B in a category C is called monomorphism 
if af = Qg implies that f = g for all pairs of morphisms f, g with common codomain 
A i.e, a is left cancelable. 
Remark 1.3.2: Monomorphisms in a category C need not imply one-to-one. 
Remark 1.3.3: If a is a monomorphism in a category C, then it will also be a 
monomorphism in its sub category. 
Remark 1.3.4: A morphism in a category C may be a monomorphism in a sub 
category of C without being a monomorphism in C. 
Examples of Monomorphisms 
Example 1.3.6: An injective function is a monomorphism in the category Ens 
of all sets. 
Example 1.3.7: The monomorphism of groups are the monomorphisms of the 
category Grp of all groups. 
Example 1.3.8: Consider the category C — {O, A^} of sets and functions 
constructed as follows: 
(i) Class of objects O — {Sx.S-i] where S\ = {xi,X2,X3} and Si = {t/i,t/2} • 
(ii) Class of niorphisms M. = {/gi,/s2,ai,tt2,cnct2} where morphisms are de-
fined as follows : 
ai : S\-^S\ defined by Qi{xi) = .Xj, i = 1, 2, 3. 
a2 : Si-^S2 defined by OL2{XI) = Q:2(3;2) = yi and 0:2(2:3) = y2-
In this category a\ and ^20:1 are morphisms of the category and none is one-to-
one. 
Example 1.3.9: Consider the sub category C' = {O', M) where O' = {51,52}, 
M = {/,Sj, /s2, 0:2} of the category C given by Example 1.3.8. 
The morphisni 0:2 in C is a monomorphism but not in C. 
Definition 1.3.4: A morphism a : A— B^ in a category C is called epimorphism 
if ia = ga implies that f = g for all pairs of morphisms f, g with common domain 
B i.e, a is right cancelable. 
Remark 1.3.5: An epimorphism in a category C need not be onto. 
Remark 1.3.6; If a is an epimorphism in C, then it will also be an epimorphism 
in its sub category. 
Remark 1.3.7: A morphism o- in a category C may be an epimorphism in its 
subcategory without l)eiug an epimorphism in c:ategory C. 
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Examples of Epimorphisms 
Example 1.3.10: The surjective functions axe the epimorphisms of the category 
Ens of all sets. 
Example 1.3.11: The epimorphisms of the groups are also the epimorphisms of 
the category Grp of all groups. 
Example 1.3.12: In the category of Hausdorff spaces and continuous functions, 
a morphism whose image is a dense subspace is called an epimorphism of the 
category. 
Example 1.3.13: The inclusion function i : Q—^ •R where Q and R denote the 
space of rational numbers and the space of real numbers respectively be an epi-
morphism in the category of Hausdorff spaces, but it is not an epimorphism in 
the category T of all topological spaces. 
Proposition 1.3.1: In any category C, if a/3 is a monomorphism then P is also 
a monomorphism. If a, ft are monomorphisms then a/S is also a monomorphism.' 
Proposi t ion 1.3.2: In any category C, if n/? is a epimorphism then a is also an 
epimorphism. If cv, /i are epimorphisms then aP is also an epimorphism. 
Proposition 1.3.3: In any category C, an isomorphism is both a monomorphism 
and an epimorphism. 
Definition 1.3.5: An object T in category C is called terminal object if for each 
object XeC the set of morphisms //omc(X,T) is always singleton. 
Dually, 
an object 1 in category C is called initial object if for each object XeC the set of 
morphisms Homc{l,X) is always singleton. 
Lemma 1.3.4: Any two terminal objects in a category are isomorphic. 
Lemma 1.3.5: Any two initial objects in a category are isomorphic. 
Definition 1.3.6: An object Z(generally denoted by 0) in a category C is called 
11 
a zero object of C if it is both terminal and initial object. 
Lemma 1.3.6: Any two zero objects in a category are isomorphic. 
Definition 1.3.7: A morphism X—>Y in a category C is called a zero morphism 
from X to Y if and only if it factors through a zero object i.e, a morphism is a 
zero morphism if X—>Y = X-^Z—>Y where Z denotes zero object in C. 
Notation: A zero morphism X-^Y is denoted by OXY-
Examples of terminal, initial and zero Objects 
Example 1.3.14: Every singleton set in the category Ens of sets is a terminal 
object. 
Example 1.3.15: The empty set 0 in Ens, category of sets is a initial object . 
Example 1.3.16: In category Grp of groups trivial group is the zero object of 
Grp. 
Example 1.3.17: Consider the category of all fields and field homomorphisms. 
In this category, the object F = Z2 = {0,1} is a zero object of the category. 
Example 1.3.18: {0} is zero object in Ring and Mod 
Example 1.3.19: Z(set of integers) is initial object in Ringi, category of rings 
with unity 1. 
Definition 1.3.8: An object I of a category is called integral, if 
(i) For any object X of C, the set //omc(I,X) is non-empty. 
(ii) For any pair X, Y of objects of C and any pair of distinct morphisms a, 0 : 
X—>Y, there exists a morphism g : I—>X such that ag ^Pg. 
Dually, an object I of a category C is called cointegral, if it is an integral object 
of the category C*. 
Examples of integral and cointegral objects 
Example 1.3.20: Every initial object of the category Ens is integral object. 
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Example 1.3.21; In the category Grp the infinite cyclic groups are integral 
objects. 
Example 1.3.22: In the category Ens, every set containing atleast two elements 
is a cointegral. 
§ 1.4 Equalizers, kernels, pullback and pushout 
Definition 1.4.1: Let C be a category and let f, g : A-^B be two morphisms in' 
C. An object E together with inorphism n : E—>A in C is called the equalizer of 
f and g in C if tiie following conditions hold: 
El : fu = gii 
E2 : For any morphism a : X->A such that fa = gQ, there exists a unique 
morphism 77: X-^E such that ur] = a holds in the diagram 
E — ^ A - ^ B 
X 
T 
Equalizer Category E(f,g): For any pair of morphisms f, g : A->B in C 
there is a ('orr(\s])()nding category E(f,g) called the category of equalizers of f, g 
constructed as follows: 
(i) The objects of E(f,g) are the pair (X,a) where X eC and a : X-^A be a 
morphism such that fa = ga. 
(ii) A morphism m : ( X , Q ) - > ( Y , / 3 ) in E(f,g) is a morphism m : X-4Y in C 
such that the diagram 
X - ^ ^ A 
f Y 
commutes. 
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Proposition 1.4.1: Every terminal object is an equalizer of f, g in the category 
E(f,g). 
Remark 1.4.1: Category E(f,g) is a subcategory of C/A (The category of objects 
above A). 
Remark 1.4.2: Equalizer of a, a : A—>B is {A,IA)-
Proposition 1.4.2: Any two equalizers for pair of morphism f, g : A->B are 
isomorphic. 
Proposition 1.4.3: If (E,u) is an equalizer for the pair f, g : A-4B then u : 
E->A is a monomorphism. 
Dually, We can define coequalizer as follows: 
Definition 1.4.2(Coequalizer): Let C be a category and let f, g : A ^ B be two 
morphisms in C. An object Q togetlier with morphism v : B->Q in C is called a 
coequalizer of f and g in C if the following conditions hold: 
CEi : vf = vg 
CE2 : For any morphism a : B ^ Y such that ai = ag, there exists a unique 
morphism^ : Q-^Y in C such that ^v = a holds in the diagram given below 
A ^ ^ B. ^-^ y 
Coequalizer Category CE(f,g): For any pair of morphisms f, g : A->B in C 
there is a corresponding category CE(f,g), called the category of coequalizers of 
f, g constructed as follows: 
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(i) The objects of CE(f,g) are the pair (Y,a) where Y G C and a : B->Y be a 
niorphisni In C such that af = ag. 
(ii) A morphism m : (Y,a)^-(y' , a) in CE(f,g) is a morphism m ; X—>Y in C 
such that the diagram 
commutes. 
Proposition 1.4.4: Every initial object in the category CE(f,g) is a coequahzer 
of the morphisms f and g. 
Remark 1.4.3: The category CE(f,g) is a sub category of the category A\C 
Remark 1.4.4: Coequalizer of the pair «, a : B— -^Cis'is an identity morphism . 
Proposition 1.4.5: Coequahzer morphism is an epimorphism. 
Proposition 1.4.6: Any two coequahzer of a pair of morphisms (f,g) are iso-
morphic. 
Definition 1.4.3: Let C be a category with zero object. If f: A->B is a morphism 
in C, then the equahser of morphisms f ; A—>B and 0 : A->B is called the kernel 
of the morphism f ; A->B in C and it is denoted by Ker(f). 
Definition 1.4.4: Let C be a category with zero object. If f: A—^ •B is a morphism 
in C, then the coequaliser of morphisms f : A->B and 0 : A-^B is called the 
cokernel of the morphism f : A ^ B in C and it is denoted by Coker(f). 
Remark 1.4.5: If f : A-»B is a zero morphism then Ker(f) — I A and coker(f) 
= IB-
Remark 1.4.6: If f : A->B is a monomorphism then Ker(f) = 0. 
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Remark 1.4.7: If f: A->B is a epiinori)hisni then Coker(f) = 0. 
Proposition 1.4.7: If the composition op is defined in C then the following 
statements hold; 
(i) If /3 is mono then ker(a/3) = ker(Q') 
(ii) Ifa is epi then coker(a/3) = coker(/3) 
Definition 1.4.5(Pullback): Let rti : Ai ->A and Q2 : A2 ->A be two mor-
phisms in a category C with common range(Codomain) A. An object P in C 
together with niorphisms Pi : P—^Ai and P2 '• P—>^2 is called a puUback of 
morphisms QI and 0:2 if the following conditions hold: 
PBi : The diagram 
(h " 1 
A, 
PB2 : For a commntative diagram 
ft2 
^ A 
commutes. 
X h ^ Ai 
/ 2 a i 
A2 - ^ A 
there exists a unique morphism 7] : X—>P in C such that ^i?? = / i and 
/32'7 = /2 hold in the diagram 
Definition 1.4.6(Pushout): Let 71 : B -^Ai and 72 : B -^Ag be two mor-
phisms in a category C with conuuon domain B. An object Q in C together with 
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a pair of morphisms 5i : Ai—)>Q and 62 : A2-^Q is called a pushout of morphisms 
7i and 72 if the following conditions hold: 
POi : The diagram 
71 B - ^ ^ Ai 
72 <5i 
A, &2 ^ Q 
commutes. 
PO2 ; For any conunutative diagram 
B 71 
-> ^ 1 
72 91 
A, 92 ^ Y 
there exists a unique morphism 77 : Q->Y such that r]Si = gi and r}52 = 52 
in the diagram 
B 
72 
A, 
71 
Ay 
ffl 
-> y 
92 
Proposition 1.4.8: Relative to the pullback diagram 
P - ^ A , 
02 ai 
A2-^^ A 
if Qi is monomorphism, then so is /?2-
Proposition 1.4.9: If each square in the diagram 
P > Q > B' 
A > I > B 
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is a pullback aiicl B ~>B is a mononiorphisin, then the outer rectangle is a pull-
back. 
Proposition 1.4.10: If Ai—>A and A2^A are morphisms in a category C, then 
diagram 
P > A, 
Ai \ A 
is a pullback diagram if and only if P->/l2-^A = V-^Ax-^k is the intersection 
of Ai and A^. Henc(^  if C has puUbacks then C has finite intersections. 
Definition 1.4.7(Left Cone): Let C be a category and I be an indexed set. We 
shall call a non-empty family of morphisms (ofj : A —>• Bi}i^i in the category C, 
a left cone over I with vertex A and base objects Bi and denote it by [A, Oi, B,]/. 
Definition 1.4.8(Right Cone): Let C be a category and I be an indexed set. 
We shall call a non-empty family of morphisms (A; : A -> Bt}te/ in the category C, 
a right cone over I with vertex A and base objects B, and denote it by [Pi, Bi,A]j 
§ 1.5 Images, products and intersections 
Definition 1.5.1 (Image): Let a : A ^^ B he a. morphism in a category C. An 
object I together with morphism u : I—^ •B is called the image of a if 
(i) a = UQ' for some a' : A-»I in category C. 
(ii) If u : / —> 5 is another morphism in a category C such that a = u a 
for some morphism a" : A -^ I, then there exists a unique morphism-
7] : I -^ I such that u r] = u. 
Image Category J^[{A A B): We can construct a category of morphisms 
]M{A -> B) and call it as an image category of the morphism a : A -^ B. The 
class of objects and class of morphisms of the category are as follows: 
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(i) The class of objects of the category JM{A A B) ={fx, B | f : X -> B 
through which a factors}. 
(ii) If / x , B and fx,B are the two objects of the category, a morphism m : 
/ x , B-^ / Y , B in the category ]M{^ A S ) be a morphism m : X -^ X in 
category C such that the diagram 
X - ^ B 
X 
commutes. 
Remark 1.5.1: Every initial object in the above represents the image of a. 
Remark 1.5.2-.Image of morphism a is the smallest sub object of /? through 
which Q factors. 
Definition 1.5.2(co-image):Let a : A -^ B he a. morphism in a category C. 
An object I together with an epimorphism v : A^'I is called the co-image of a if 
the following hold: 
(i) a = Q V for some Q' : I—>B in category C. 
(ii) If f : A -^ I is any other morphism in a category C such that a = a v 
for some morphism a" : l' ^- B, then there exists a unique morphism 
Tj : I -^ I such that rjv = v. 
similarly, we can define a co-image category {A A B) known as co-image category 
of Q. 
Remark 1.5.3: In co-image category {A A B) every terminal object represents 
the co-image of a. 
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Definition 1.5.3(Inverse Images): If f : A->B is a morphism and B is a sub 
object of B, then the inverse image of B' by f is the pullback diagram 
P > B' 
A -> B 
The object P is denoted by r\B'). 
Remark 1.5.4: By proposition 1.4.8, we have f'^{B') is a sub object of A. 
Definition 1.5.4(Product): Let{Ai}i^i be a family of objects in a category C. 
Then an object P in C together with a family of morphisms {pi : P -^ ^i}ie/ is 
called the product of the family {Ai}i^i if the following holds: 
P: For any object X e C and family of morphisms {fi : X -^ A}ie/, there 
exists a unique morphism r] : X ^ P such that the diagram 
X 
p 
-^ Ai 
71 
t-. 
commutes. 
Notation: The product of the family of objects {Aj}ig/ is denoted by Yl A-
i€l 
Definition 1.5.5(Sum): Let {Ai}i^j be the family of objects in a category C.An 
object S in C together with a family of morphisms {ui : Ai —> Sji^i is called the 
sum(co-product) of the family {Aiji^j if the following conditions hold: 
P*: For any object Y e C and a family of morphisms {gi : Ai -^ Y}i^i there 
exists a unique morphism ^ : S ^ Y such that the diagram 
A^ — '-^ S 
Y 
commutes. 
Notation: The sum of the family of objects {Ai}i^i is denoted by ^ Ai. 
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Remark 1.5.4: If a category has product for every family of objects then it is 
called n -category. 
Dually, 
Remark 1.5.4*: If a category has sum for every family of objects then it is 
called E-category. 
Remark 1.5.5: A category has finite product(sum) if it has products(sums) for 
every finite family of objects. 
Remark 1.5.6: The product of the empty family of objects is a terminal object 
of the family. 
Remark 1.5.7: The product of the family of terminal objects is again a terminal 
object. 
Proposition 1.5.1: If P and P' are products of the family of objects {Ai}i^i in 
a category, then there exists an isomorphism between P and P'. 
Proposition 1.5.1*: If S and S* are the sums of the family of objects {Ai}i^j 
in a category, then there exists an isomorphism between S and S*. 
Proposition 1.5.2: If Ui : Ai ^ A is kernel oi Vi : A -^ A'- for each iG I, then 
Ui : A' ^ A IS the intersection of the sub objects {vi : Ai —>• A\i G / } if and only 
if it is the kernel of the unique morphism 
r]:A^U A'' 
Proposition 1.5.3: Every terminal object in the product category P{Ailz G / } 
represents a product of the family of objects {Ai/i G / } 
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Definition 1.5.6(Product of the morphisms); Let {ft : Ai —> Bi}i^i be a 
family of morphisms in a category C. A unique morphism /^ : ]^ A, —> f] Bj is 
called the product of morphisms /i's if for every i E I the diagram 
HA -^ UB. 
I I 
Ai > B, 
Ji 
commutes. 
Definition 1.5.6*(Sum of the morphisms): Let {gi : At -4 Bi}i^i be a 
family of morphisms in a category C. A unique morphism p : ^ A -> XI A is 
called sum(co-product) of the morphisms gj's if for every i e I the diagram 
A,: - ^ B,; 
EA —> J:B, 
i&I 3 iqi 
commutes. 
Example 1.5.1: In th(> (-ategory Ens , Grp, Ring all have arbitrary products. 
Models of these are simply the cartesian product sets. 
Example 1.5.2: In the category the free product of groups be considered as the 
sums of the objects of the category. 
Example 1.5.3: In the category Ens, sum of the objects are the same as the 
disjoint union of sets. 
Definition 1.5.7: Let {Ui : Ai -> A}i^[ be a family of sub objects of an object A 
in C,An object A' together with a morphism U : A' ^ A is called the intersection 
of the given family of sub objects if the following condition holds: 
(/i) U : A' -^ A factor through each Ui,i G / i.e, u = UiVi for some 
Vi : A' ^ A, in C 
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{h) For any Xe C and morphism f ; X ->A which factors through w,, there 
exists a unique morphism ^ : X ^ A \i\ C such that u^ = f. 
Notation: Q ^i = ^' 
The morphism u : A' -^ A \& called the intersection morphism of the family of 
sub objects [ut : A, -> A}i^i 
Proposition 1.5.4: Intersection of monomorphism is a monomorphism. 
Definition 1.5.8: Let {ui : A^ ^ A\ z G / } be family of sub objects of A in 
category C, a sub object A' together with a morphism u : A' -^ A\s called the 
union of the given family of sub objects of A if the following hold: 
{Ui) For each i€l, u, < u i.e, for each i e I, there exists a morphism 
Vi : Ai -^ A' such that uVi = u, i.e, the diagram 
Ai, > A 
A 
commutes. 
{JJ-i) \i j : X -^ A be any other sub object of A such that each Ui factors 
through f, i e I then there exists a unique morphism ij • A' -^ X such that 
the diagram 
A' - ^ A 
') 
X 
commutes, 
i.e, for/ = u. 
Proposi t ion 1.5.5: Every initial object in a category [j[ui : Ai -^ A/i 6 /]is an 
union of this family of sub objects [uj : A^ —)• A]i^i. 
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Examples 1,5.4: In the category Grp, intersection of subgroup can be consid-
ered as the intersection of sub objects of the category. 
Examples 1.5.5: In the category Ens, union of sub objects be considered as 
the ordinary union of subsets. 
§1.6 Balanced, normal, exact and additive categories 
Since in general in a category every inorphism which is a monomorphism 
and epimorphisni both need not be an isomorphism, for instance in the category 
of to])ological sj)acos. In order to characterize this property, we need to define 
balanced c;ategory as follows: 
Definition 1.6.1: A category C is called balanced category if every morphism in 
C which is both a monomorphism and an epimorphism is also an isomorphism. 
Example 1.6.1: The category Ens of all sets and functions is balanced category, 
since every function which is both injective and surjective is bijective. 
Example 1.6.2: The category Grp of all groups and homomorphism is a 
balanced category, since every homomorphism which is monomorphism and epi-
morphism both is also an isomorphism. 
Example 1.6.3: Every discrete category is trivially balanced category because 
every morphism is an identity morphism. 
Example 1.6.4: The category T of all topological spaces and continuous func-
tions is not a balanced category. 
Mitchell[44] defines normal and conormal categories as follows: 
Definition 1.6.2: A category C with a zero object is called a normal category if 
every monomorphism is the kernel of some morphism in C. 
Dually, 
a category C with a zero object is called a conormal category if every 
epimorphism is the cokernel of some morphism in C. 
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Examples of normal and conormal categories 
Example 1.6.5: The category of compact Hausdorff spaces with base points is 
a normal category, since every monomorphism in this category can be considered 
as the kernel of some morphism. 
Example 1.6.6: The category of ail groups (abehan or not) is a conormal cat-
egory , since from fundamental theorem of group homomorphism it is clear that 
every epimorphism is the cokernel of its kernel. 
Proposition 1.6.1: Let a: A -^ B he a monomorphism with coker(a) = 0 
in a normal category. Then a is an isomorphism.Hence, a normal category is 
balanced. 
Dually, we can j)rove the following proposition 
Proposition 1.6.2: Let a : A -^ B he an epimorphism with ker(a) = 0 in a 
conormal category. Then o is an isomorphism. Hence, a conormal category is-
balanced. 
Proposition 1.6.3: In a normal category with equalizers, a morphism is an 
epimorphism if and only if it's cokernel is 0. 
Proposition 1.6.4:ln a conormal category with coequalizers, a morphism is a 
monomorphism if and only if it's kernel is 0. 
Theorem 1.6.5: Let C be a category with zero object and let Q : A —> B be any 
morphism, and suppose that p : B -4 C is its cokernel.Finally suppose that v : 
I —> B IS the kernel of p. Then there is a unique morphism q : A —> I such that 
vq = a. If C has cokernels and is normal, then v is the image of a. Further if C 
has equalizers, then q is coimage of a. 
Definition 1.6.3: In a category C with zero object, a pair of morphisms 
A - ^ B ^ - > C 
has property [E], if the following conditions hold: 
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(i) I3a = 0 
(ii) lio' : A -^ B and 0a' = 0, then there exists a unique morphism j : A' ^ A 
such that 07 = a . 
(iii) up' : B -^ C' and fj'a = 0, then there exists a unique morphism S : C -^ C 
such that Sfj = 0. 
Definition 1.6.4: A category C is an exact category if the following axioms hold: 
EXi : C has a zero object. 
EX2 : For any morphism a : A -> B, there exists objects K, I, / , F and 
morphisnis such that K-^A-^I-^l'-^B^F such that 
(a) 0 is an isomorphism, 
(b) K -^ A-^ I has property [E]. 
(c) l' -^ B ^ F ha.s property [E]. 
Example 1.6.7: The category Grp of groups and homomorphisms is an exact 
category. 
Example 1.6.8: The category Mod of all R-modules and module homomor-. 
phisms is an exact category. 
Definition 1.6.5: A sequence of morphisnis in an exact category (or in the 
category with images and kernels) A^ °^ A^+i -^ ' ^n, m + l < n is called 
exact if and only if ker(a,) = Im(a9_i), m<q<n. 
Definition 1.6.6: A category is an exact category if the following conditions 
hold: 
MEi : C has a zero object . 
ME2 : Every morphism in C has kernel and cokernel. 
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MEn, : (a) Every inonomorphism in category C be a kernel of some morphism. 
(b)Every epimorphism in category C be a cokernel of some morphism. 
ME4 : Every morphism a : A -^ B in category C can be decomposed as A A S 
= A ^> I —> B where q is an epimorphism and 7 is a monomorphism. 
Definition 1.6.7: Let C be an exact category, then 
(i) A morphism a : A -^ B is monomorphism if and only if 0 —>• A -> B is 
exact. 
(ii) A morphism /3 : B —>• C in category C is an epimorphism if and only if 
B -> C -> 0 is exact. 
Definition 1.6.8: An additive category is a category in which each set Homc{A,B) 
has the structvne of an abelian group subject to the following three axioms : 
A4Ai : Composition is distributive that is, 
{91 +92)f ^ 9if + 92f 
h{9i+92) ^ h9\ + hg2 
for any g-[, g2 • B ^ C, f : A-^ B and h : C -> D. 
MA2 • There is a zero object. 
MA3 : (Biproducts)To each pair of objects A\,Ai there exists an object B with 
four morphisms 
which satisfy tlie identities p\Ui = I^^, P2U2 = IA2 ^^d piUi -\-P2U2 = ^B-
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Remark 1.6.1: Since each set Ho'm,c{A,B) of morphisms is an additive group,' 
there is at least one inorphisni (the zero morphism of the group ) from A to B 
that is Homc{A,B)y^ <i? for all A, Be C. 
Remark 1.6.2: A zero object of a category C may be described as any object 0 
of category C such that i/omc(0,0) is the zero group or any object 0 such that /Q 
is zero. 
Definition 1.6.9: A category C is called additive if the following conditions are 
satisfied: 
BAi : For any pair of objects (A,B) in category C there exists the product AxB 
and the sum A + B. 
BA2 : For any pair of objects (A,B) in category C Homc{A,B) has abeUan group 
structure such that the composition morphism 
Homc{A,B)xHomc{B,C)-^HoTnc{A,C)is bilinear. 
BAz : In the category C, there exists an object A such that 1^ = 0, that is 
category has a zero object. 
Definition 1.6.10(Semi-additive Category): A semi-additive category is a 
category together with an abelian semi-group structure on each of its morphisms 
sets Homc{A,B) subject to the following conditions: 
(i) : The composition function Homc{B,C)xHomc{A,B)-^Homc{A,C)\s bi-
linear, that is if a,0 €/fomc(A,B) and if 7 Gi/omc(B,C) then 
7(a + p) = -ya + 'jp 
and if 7 eHomc{A,B) and a,P £Homc{B,C) then 
(a + /9)7 = 0^ 7 -t- /?7 
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(ii) : The zero elements of the semi-groups behave as zero morphisms. 
Remark 1.6.3: Semi-additive category has zero object. 
Remeirk 1.6.4: In a semi-additive category every finite product(sum) is a biprod-
uct. 
Example 1.6.9: The category of all groups and group homomorphisms is an. 
additive category. 
Example 1.6.10: The category of all rings and ring homomorphisms is an ad-
ditive category. 
Example 1.6.11: The category of all groups and group homomorphisms is a 
semi-additive category. 
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CHAPTER 2 
FUNCTORS AND NATURAL TRANSFORMATIONS 
§ 2.0 Introduction 
This chapter is coucerened with the study of functors, some preserving prop-
erties of functors and natural transformations. Most of the results of this chapter 
are based on the work of Blyth[5], Maclane[37], Mitchell[44] etc. 
Section 2.1 deals with the definitions of functors and examples. Section 2.2 
is equipped with some preserving properties of functors which states that if T : 
A -^ B and S : B^ —> C are covariant functors both ha.ving a certain preserving 
property then, ST has also that property. And the last section 2.3 is enriched 
with the notion of natural transformation. 
§2.1 F u n c t o r s 
Definition 2.1.1 (Functor of single variable): Let C and T> be two cat-
egories. A function (actually a pair of functions denoted by same symbol) F : 
C -> P which assigns to each object X of C an object F(X) of V and to each 
morphism a of C a morphism F(a) of V is called a covariant functor from C to 
V if and only if it satisfies the following three conditions : 
Fi : If a : X —> Y is a morphism in C then F(a): F(X) —> F(Y) is a morphism 
in V 
F2 : For each X e C, F ( /x ) = IF{X 
F3 : If a o /? is defined in C, then F(a) o F(/?) is defined in V and 
F(ao/?) --= F(n) o F(/3). 
Dually, 
the function F is callod a contravariant functor from C to V if and only if it 
satisfies the following three c;onditioris : 
F* : If a: X -4 Y is a morphism in C then F(a) : F(Y)-»F(X) is a morphism 
in V. 
F ; : For each XG C, F ( /v ) = / FiX)-
F* : If a o /i is dofinc^ d in C, then F{P)OF{Q) is defined in T> and 
F{aop) = F{p) oF{a). 
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Remark 2.1.1: The condition Fi can also be written as 
F[Domia)] = Dom[F{a)] 
F[Ran{Q)] = Ran[F{a)] 
Tiius a functor F is a covariant functor if and only if it commutes with operations 
Dom and Ran. 
Remark 2.1.2: The condition F* can also be written as 
F[Dom{Q)] = Ran[F{a)] 
F[Ran{a)] = Dom[F{a)] 
Thus a functor F is a contravariant functor if and only if it anti-commutes with 
operations Dom and Ran. 
Definition 2.1.2(composition of functors): Let F: C -^ V and G : V ^ S 
be two arbitrary functors. Since F and G are fimctions, their composition 
GoF -.C ^£ 
is well defined function which assigns to each object X G C an object G[F(X)] 
of S and to each morphism a of C a morphism G[F(a)] of S. It is clear that 
function G o F satisfies the conditions of functor. The functor Go F is called the 
composition of functors F and G. 
Proposition 2.1.1: The composition functor G o F is a covariant functor if F 
and G are of the same variance, G o F is a contravariant functor if F and G are 
of the opposite variance. 
Definition 2.1.3 (Functor of Several Variable): Consider (n+l) categories 
Cu C2, C3 , C„, V and a partition I U J of integer 1,2,3 n. A 
functor of the category C1XC2X C3 x xCn into the category "D, 
covariant in the i-th variable for every iGl and contravariant in the j-th variable 
for every jGJ be a function 
F : C1XC2X C3 X xCn > V 
which assigns to each n-tuple of objects {X^.X^iXz, ,X„) with Xk e 
Cfe, 1 < k < n, an object F(Xi,X2,X3, ,Xn) of V, and to each n-tuple 
of morphisms (ofi,a2,a3, ,a„) with ak € Ck, I < k < n , a. morphism 
F(ai ,0^2,0^3, ,ctn) of P satisfies the following conditions : 
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[i) If Q, : Xj -> Yi for each i el and QJ : V,- —^  Xj for each j GJ are morphism 
in Ci and Cj then 
F(ai ,a2,«3, , «„ ) :F (Xi ,X2 ,X3 , , X , , ) - ^ F(yi, ^2,^3, .V.) 
is a morphism in P . 
(n) F (/A',,X.,A':,, •A-,, ^ / , . F(.Yi,X2,Xi ,A'„.) 
(iii) If 7i = QiA; for each iel and jj = a^/Jj for each jEJ , then we have, 
F ( 7 l , 7 2 , 7 3 , , 7 n ) = F ( Q ' i , a 2 , a 3 , ,an) F{Pup2,03, ,Pn)-
In this case F is a functor of n-variables. 
If n=2, then F is called hifimctor and if n = 3, then the functor is called a 
trifunctor. 
Remark 2.1.3: Let k be any integer between 1 and n and let Xi G Ci for i^k, 
then there is a functor of single variable 
F (Xi,X2,X3, ....,Xk-u-,^k+\----,Xn) •• Ck—>V which assigns the each object 
X e Ck the value F (Xi,X2,Xi, ....,X/,_i, -,Xfc+i....,X„) in P and the morphism 
ci in Ck the value F (a'i,a2,n'3, Q.k-\,-^oi.k+\ An) in V where Xj, denotes the 
identity morphism \x, for i / k. 
Proposition 2.1.2: A function ¥ : C\ x C2 —> V is a functor if and only if 
(i) For each object AG Ci, the functor F(A,-) : C2 —> P is a functor, 
(ii) For each object Be C2, the functor F(-,B) : Ci —>'J ) is a fimctor. 
(iii) For any cy : A -^ A' in C and fi : B -^ B' in C2 the diagram 
F{A,B) 
F(rA,P) 
FiaJe) 
-> 
/>. r^. 
:>v 
F{A',B) 
F{IA',P) 
F{A,B') > 
F(a,/j3,) 
F{A',B') 
commutes. 
Proof: Suppose that F : C1XC2 —> V be a covariant functor in two variables. 
The condition (i) and (ii) immediately follows from Remark 2.1.3. For condition 
(iii) consider a pair of morphism a : A -^ A' \n Ci and /3 : B ->• B' in C2, then 
by definition of func;tion 
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we have F(o-,/i) = F {(y I A ,1 B'(^) 
FiU'a,piB) = F{lA'ji)oF{ajB)-
This implies thaf, fhe diagram 
- F(n',lROoF(lB/, p) and also F(a,^) 
F{A.B) 
F(IA,I3) 
FiA,B') 
FiaJe 
> F(A',B) 
F{IA''P) 
> 
F{aJs') 
F{A, B') 
commutes. 
Conversely, suppose F : C1XC2—>V be a function which satiesfies the given 
three conditions. The condition (i) and (ii) imply that any pair of identity mor-
phism (I^Jfi) in C\ XC2, image F(I^,Ig) is an identity morphism in V and F(IA^B)-
— '^F(A,B)-
For proving F is a functor, consider the morphism a : A -> A', a ' : A' -> 
A" in Ci and /?: B -^ B' /? ': B' ^ B" in C^. Then by condition (iii) we obtain 
the following commutative diagrams 
F{A,B) ^ ^ ^ ^ FiA',B) 
F{IA,0) A-Vi) F{IA'.P) (1) 
F{A,B') 
F(aJs.) 
> F{A\B') 
F{A',B) F{a',lB). > F{A\B) 
F(fA,P) .^C^ 
'/D F{l^,t,li) (2) 
F{A\B') 
Fia'Js-
•^ F{A", B') 
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F{A',B') F{O',IB>1 > F{A",B') 
F{i^,,ir) •^« ^'J FiI,^„,P') (3) 
F{A',B' 
F{a'Jg„) 
-^ F{A", B" 
F{A,B) F(a'a,lB) F{A", B) 
F{iA,ir,i) ^•^kpp) F{I^„,0'0) (4) 
F{A,B' F{A'\ B") 
F(n'ajgii) 
Then we have, 
F{a'aJ'l3) = F(/^»,/3'/3) o F ( a ' a , / s ) [fromfig.{A)] 
= F{lA",(3')oFilA",P)oF{a',lB)oF{ajB) [fromfig.{l)and{'. 
= FilA',,0') o F{a',lB')oF{U',P) o F{a,lB) [fromfig.{2)] 
= F{{Q',p')oF{a,p) [fromfig.{l)and{3)] 
This complete the proof of the proposition. 
Example 2.1.1: A covariant functor I : C -> C such that 1(A) = A for all A € C 
and 1(a) = a for all morphism a G C is called the identity functor on C 
Example 2.1.2: The contravariant functor D : C -)• C* such that D(A) - A* for 
all A G C and D(a) = o-* for all morphism a € C is called the duality functor. 
Example 2.1.3 : A functor F : Grp —> Ens which assigns to each group G in 
Grp to set G in Ens and each group homomorphism a : G -^ C in Grp to, 
function Q : G -> C in Ens is called forgetful functor. 
Example 2.1.4: Let F(S) be the free group generated by the set S. Since each 
function f : S —)• S' can be extended to a unique homomorphism F(f): F(S) -> 
F(S') this yields a functor F: Ens-)' Grp. 
On the category Ens of sets to the category Grp of groups which assigns every 
set S in Ens to a fre(^  group F(S) generated by S, and each morphism in Ens to 
this corresponding extended group homomorj)hism. 
Example 2.1.5: Let C is a sub category of a category V. Consider the assignment 
I : C -^ V defined by IX = X for every object X of C and if If = f for every 
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morphism f of C. Then this defines a functor called the inclusion functor from C 
t o p . 
Example 2.1.6: Let R be a ring with unity 1 and for every set S let (FS,fS) be 
the free-R module on S. If a : /I -» B is a mapping then by the universal property 
of FA there is a unique R-morphism Fa : FA —> FB such that the diagram 
B 
IA IB 
F{A) — - . F{B) 
F{n) 
is commutative. Consider the assignment F : Ens -^fjMod described as follows 
For every set A let FA be the (object part of the)free R-module on A, and for every 
mapping a : 4^ -> B, let Fa : FA —)• FB be the above induced R-morphism. 
Then it is readily seen that F l ^ = IpA and by pasting commutative diagram 
together that F{ftoa) = F0oFa. Thus F is a functor, called the free R-modules 
functor. 
Example 2.1.7: For every group G let 5{G) be the derived group of G (i.e, the 
subgroup generated by the elements of G of the form xyx~^y~^). For every group 
morphism Q : G -> / / let (5(a) : 8{G) -> 6{H) be the group morphism induced 
by the restriction of a to 8{G). Then the diagram 
G ^ ^ H 
6{G) - — > 8{H) 
is commutative. Consider the assignment F : Grp —>• Grp defined by FG = 
6{G) and Fa = 8{a). Then FIQ = I^G and by pasting together commutative 
diagrams, F{j3 o a) = FP o Fa. Thus F is a functor, called the derived group 
functor. 
Example 2.1.8: For every group nG let FG = G/6{G). Since p : G -> G/S{G) is 
a cokernel of the embedding i : 5{G) —^  G, given any group morphism a : G -^ H 
there is a unicjue group morphism F{a) such that the diagram 
G -^^ H 
G/S{G) = F{G) > F{H) = H/S{H) 
F{a) 
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is commutative. Since 3{G) is the smallest normal subgroup of G for which the 
quotient group is abelian, this construction yields a functor F : Grp —> .4b, 
called the abelianisatiou fimctor. 
Example 2.1.9: Given mappings f : A -^ C and g : B -^ D. We know from 
the universal property of products that there is a unique mapping 
f xg: Ax B -^C X D 
such that the diagram 
A <-
T^A 
C f-
Ax B 
1^9 
CxD 
^B 
^ B 
^ D 
T C •^c 
is commutative, namely given by 
( /x,g)(a,6) = (/(a), /(6)) 
. We can define a fvmctor 
F : Ens x Ens -> Ens 
by assigning F(A,B) = Ax B and F(f,g) = f x g. This is called cartesian product 
bifunctor. 
Example 2.1.10: If C is any category then we can define a functor 
A / o r c ( - , - ) -.CxC ^ E n s . 
by assigning Morc{-, -){A, B) = Morc{A,B) and Morc{-, ~){f,g) = Morc{f,g). 
Where Morc{j\g) : Morc{A,B) -^ Morc{A',B'). 
is given according to the diagram 
A 
A 
4 B 
gouof -> B 
^y ^ -^ g°i^° f i.e, the action of Morc(f,g) consist of composition on the left by 
g and on the right by f. This functor is called the morphism bifunctor. 
Example 2.1.11: li F : Ax B -^ C is a. bifunctor then for every object A of .4 
there is the right associated functor F(A,-) : 5 -> C that is defined by 
F{A^-){B) = F{A^B) and F ( 4 , - ) ( / ) = F ( U , / ) . 
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and for every object B of 5 there is the left associated functor F(-,B) : A -> C 
that is defined by 
F{-,B){A) = F{A,B) and F{-,B){f) = FUAB)-
Each of this functor is covariant. 
If in particular we take F to be the above morphism bifunctor, we have for every-
object C of C the right associated functor 
MorciC,-) : C ^ E n s 
that is described by MordC -){X) = Morc{C, X) = Hom(C,X) and Morc{C, - ) ( / ) 
Morc{lcJ) = Hom{lcJ) 
C 
C 
-> X 
JOUOXQ 
-> Y 
and the left assof:iated functor 
Morc{-,C) : C ' ' - > E n s 
is defined by Morc{-, C){X) = MordX, C) Morc{-, C){g) = Mordg, Ic) 
X - ^ C 
Y 
Icoivofl -> c 
Example 2.1.12: Let X be a fixed object of the category C . We define a 
contravariant functor h^ from the category C into the category of sets Ens as 
follows: 
hx(Y) = Horn (Y,X) for each Y G C. 
for any morphism a : Y —)• Y ' in C 
hx{a)- Hom(Y',X) ^ Hom(Y,X) 
which assigns to every fG Hom(Y',X) onto fa in Hom(Y,X). 
Y' 
-> X 
Y 
/ " 
-> X 
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Similarly we define a covariant functor hx from the category C into the 
category Ens , as hx{Y)= Hom(X,Y) for each Y G C 
for any morphism Q : Y -^ Y' in C 
hx{a)- Hom(X,Y) -^ Hom(X,Y') which assigns to every f G Hom(X,Y) onto af 
e Hom(X,Y'). 
X 
X 
^ Y 
af -> Y' 
Example 2.1.13: Let TT : $>„ —> Grp is a functor on ^o, category of topological 
spaces with base point to Grp, category of groups, such that n assigns to each 
space X G^o,the fundamental group TT{X) of space X and each morphism in C^o 
assigns to corresponding group homomorphism of fundamental groups. 
Example 2.1.14(Projection Functor): On a product category Ci x C2 there 
are two projection functors Pi : CiX €2-^ C\ and P2: C\ x C2—> C2 
defined on ordered pair by Pi{C\,C2) = Ci and Pi(/i , /2) = /i i = 1, 2. 
Moreover, to any ])air of functors Fi : B -^ Ci (i= 1, 2) with common domain 
category B there is a unique functor G : B -^ Ci x C2 with PjC = Fi and 
P2G = P2 i-e, the diagram given below commutes. 
a 
B - ^ ^ '^ iX<^2. 
^ 
P2 
C I 
Consider the category n Mod of modules over R, where R is a commutative ring 
with unity. 
A function T i^^Modx^Mod -> flMod 
which assigns to each pair (A,B) of modules innModx/jMod to their tensor 
product A ® B ii^ Mod , and each pair of morphism (f,g) where f : A —> A' and 
g : B ^> B' to there tensor product f (8)g : A® B to A'(g) B' in R Mod , determines 
a functor which is covariant in both the vaxiahles. 
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§ 2.2 Some preserving properties of functors 
Definition 2.2.1 (Mono functor): A covariant functor F : C -^ V is called 
mono functor if F(a) is monomorphism in V whenever a is monomorphism in C. 
Definition 2.2.2(Epifunctor): A covariant functor F : C -^ T> is called epi-
functor if F(a) is epimorphism in T> whenever a is epimorphism in C. 
Definition 2.2.3(Zero preserving functor): If C and V be two categories 
witli zero objects then a covariant functor F : C —^  D is called a zero preserving 
functor if F(0) is a zero object in V for '0' a zero object in C. 
In this case F necessarily takes zero morphism into zero morphism. Con-
versely, if F takes zero morphism into zero morphism, then using the fact that 
a zero object is characterized by its identity morphism being zero we see that F 
must be zero preserving. 
Definition 2.2.4(Kernel preserving functor): A covariant functor F : C —> 
V is said to be kernel preserving functor if F(u) is kernel of F(a) in V whenever 
u : K->A is a kernel of o : A -^ B in C. 
Taking K = A = B = 0, we see that kernel preserving functor is necessarily, 
zero preserving. 
Definition 2.2.5(Exact functor): Let F : C -> D be a covariant functor from 
an exact category C to a an exact category V. The functor F is an exact functor if 
F(A) ^ FiB) ^ F(C) 
is exact for the exact sequence A - ^ B -^ C in C. 
Definition 2.2.6(FaithfuI functor): Let C and V be two categories. A covari-
ant functor F : C ^ V is said to be faithful functor if for every pair of object A 
and B in C, the function Hom(A,B)-> Hom( F(A),F(B)) induced by F is uni 
variant (one to one). 
Definition 2.2.7(Embedding): A faithful functor which corresponds distinct 
object into distinct objects is called an embedding. 
Definition 2.2.8(Full functor): Let C and V be two categories. A functor 
F : C -^ V is said to be full functor if the map Hom(A,B)-> Hom(F(A),F(B)) 
induced by F is onto. 
Definition 2.2.9(Representative functor): Let C and V be two categories. A 
functor F : C -^ V ii^ said to representative functor if for every object A'G I?,there 
exists an ol^ject AG C such that F(A) and A' are isomorphic. 
Remark 2.2.1: A Full, Representative, Faithful functor is called an equivalence. 
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Definition 2.2.10(Left-exact functor): A left exact functor between abelian 
categories is a functor wliich carries left exact sequences into left exact sequences.(Equival 
it is a functor which i)reserves kernels). 
Dually, 
Definition 2.2.10*(Right-exact functor): A right exact functor between 
abelian categories is a functor which carries right exact sequences into right exact 
sequences. 
Proposition 2.2.1: A functor is exact if and only if it is both right exact and 
left exact. 
Example 2.2.1: {A, -) : Ah ^ Grp is left exact. 
Example 2.2.2: Let F : Grp -)-Ens be the functor which assigns to each group 
G to its underlying set and to each group homomorphism of the same map-
ping regarded as a function on the underlying sets. This functor F is repre-
sentable.Indeed, it is represented by the additive group Z of integers, for we have 
the familiar bijection k. 
Hom{Z, G) = F{G) 
which assigns to each morphism f : Z —)• G the images f(l) of the generator 1 of 
Z. 
Example 2.2..3: For any two objects Ai,A2 in a, category C define the functor 
F :C ^ Ens 
as 
F(C) = Hom{Ai,C) x Hom{A2, C) 
If the category C has sum S, then it is representable by the sum Ai + A2. 
Example 2.2.4: Consider a pair of morphism fi ; B -^Ai for i=l,2 in category 
C. The functor, 
F(C) = {{91,92)/ gi'Ai-^ C and gifi — 92/2} is representable by the pushout 
object,if it exists. 
The properties of functors defined in this section are called preservation prop-
erties of functors, i.e, li T .A -^ B and S : B ^ C are covariant functors both 
ha.ving a certain preservation properties, then ST has that property by [43]. 
§ 2.3 Natural transformations 
Definition 2.3.1: Let F, G : C -^ T> he any two covariant functors. A natural 
transformation r/ : F -> G of the functor F into the functor G, be a function from 
the class of objects of C into the class of morphisms of V such that the following 
two conditions are satisfied : 
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(NTi) : For every object XG C r]{X) = rjx : F(X) ^ G(X) in V. 
(NT2) : For every niorphism a : X -^ Y in C, the diagram 
F{X) - ^ F{Y) 
'?x Vy 
G{X) ^ G{Y) 
G{a) 
commutes. 
When F and G became contravariant functors, axioms NT2 is replaced by 
(NT2)*: For every morphism a : X —)• K in C, the diagram 
F{X) <^^^ F{Y) 
''x •ny 
GiX) < G{Y) 
G{a) 
commutes. 
If for each X e C, 77^ . : F{X) ->• G{X) is an isomorphism in V, then T] is called 
natural equivalence of the functors F and G and denoted hy r] : F = G. 
Remark 2,3.1 : If r/: F -> G be a natural equivalence, then there is a natural 
equivalence 
T]-^ -.G-^ F 
is defined by 
Definition 2.3.2(Natural transformation of several variables functors): 
Let F,G : Ci XC2X X Cn -^ Vhe two functors of n-variables and I U J is 
a partition of the set {1,2,3 n} and suppose that both functors are covariant 
in i-th variable for every iG I and contravariant in j-th variable for every j€J. 
A natural transformation r/ : F —> G be a function which takes each n-tuple of 
objects to a morphism in V, such that 
NTi For each n-tuple X = (Xj, X2, X3, , X„) there is a morphism 77,^ . : F(X) 
-> G(X) in V. 
NT2 For each n-tuple f = (/i, /2, /„) of morphisms fi : Xi ^ X^, i G I 
/ , : X ; - ^ X , , , i e J 
the diagram 
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F{X) - ^ F{X') 
"Ix 
G{X) ^ G{X') 
0{f) 
commutes. 
Example 2.3.1: Consider the functor 
J : Grp -> Grp 
which carries each group G in Grp to its inner-automorphism group J{G) in 
Grp and each niorphism a : G -^ G' to the corresponding homomorphism J (a): 
J ( G ) -> J (G ' ) . 
Since, for each G G Grp, Grp = J{G). So we define a natural transformation 77 
; 1 -> J" from identity functor I: Grp -> Grp to J by taking 
for all G in Grp. 
Example 2.3.2: Let Ahf be the category of all finite abelian groups and I : Ahj 
-)• Ahf be the identity functor. Let D(G) be the character group of the G, then 
the double character group D(D(G)) may be regarded as a functor 
D o D: ^ b ; -> Ahf. 
since for each G e Ahf, G = D(D(G)) which implies that identity functor I is a 
naturally equivalent to the functor DoD. 
Example 2.3.3: Let f: X ^ X' be a morphism in category CAssociate to this 
morphi^ , a natural morphism from the functor hx into the functor h^' in the 
following manner. 
Let Y be an arbitrary object in C. W e denote by hf{Y) the morphism from 
the set Hom(Y,X) into the set Hom(Y,X') which sends g G Hom(Y,X) onto fg in 
Hom(Y,X'). To conclude,we have thus defined a natural transformation from h^ 
into hx'j.We have to check that the diagram 
hx{Y) ^ ^ hx'{Y) 
/i.v(a) / lx ' (") 
hx{Y') > hx'{Y') 
hf{Y')) 
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is commutative for any morphism a: Y -4 Y' in C.But this follows immedi-
ately.Since if i/ e hx(Y') = Hom(Y',X) we have 
\hf{Y) o hx{a)]{i^) = [hf{Y)]{ua) = /(ua). 
[hx>{a) o hf{Y')]{u) = [hx'{a)]{M = {fu)a. 
Example 2.3.4: Let F : /?Mod -^ /jMod be the free R-module functor and let 
1 : /{Mod -^ flMod be the identity functor. For every R-module M let (FM, 
2M) be the free R-module on the set M. Given an R-morphism f : M^N, we 
have that 
Ff: FA4-^FN is the unique R-morphism that makes the diagram commutative. 
M 
i 
N 
M = IM 
N =IN 
l^U FM 
Ff 
-> FN 
IN 
This situation defines a natural transformation i : 1—>-F. 
Example 2.3.5: For any set a let Ax - : Ens-» Ens and -xA : Ens—)- Ens 
be the associated functors. If, for any set x, the mapping T]X : A x X -^ X x A 
is given by ?7x(a,x) = (x,a) then, relative to a mapping f : E-^ F we have the 
commutative diagram 
E 
F 
Ax E 
1 4 X / 
Ax F 
' /E 
^ E X A 
FfxlA 
-4 FxA 
' ;F 
This situation defines a natural transformation rj : A x -^ - X A. 
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CHAPTER 3 
SPECIAL FUNCTORS 
§ 3.0 Introduction 
This chapter deals with the study of special functors. In Section 3.1 additive 
functors have been discussed with examples and results. Section 3.2 studies the 
important and abstract type of functors known as adjoint functors. This notion 
was first introduced by D.M. Kan[29] in 1958. Since then it has a great impact 
on the advanced study of category theory. Maclane[37], Preyd[21|, Mitchell[44] 
etc. developed the theory of adjoint functors. Section 3.3 leads to the notion of 
GPB and GPO with some important theorems. Moreover, complete functor is 
also introduced in the end of this section. Section 3.4 is devoted to reflections. 
Lastly roots and limits are introduced. 
§ 3.1 Additive functors 
Definition 3.1.1: Let C and V be additive categories. Then functor F : C -^ V 
is said to be additive if for every pair of morphisms a,/3 GHom(A,B) we have 
F{Q + /?) = F{a) + F{p) 
Example 3.1.1: Let C be an additive category. Let AGC and (A,-) : C-^ Ah is 
the functor from C to the category of abehan group Ah, defined by (A,-)(B) = 
Hora(A,B), the group of all maps from A to B. This functor is an additive functor 
and left exact. 
Proposition 3.1.1: If C and V are additive categories which has all binary 
biproducts, then the functor F : C -^ V is additive if and only if F carries each 
biproduct diagram in C to a biproduct diagram in V. 
Definition 3.1.2: Let F : C -> P be an additive functor between two abelian 
categories, we define 
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(i) F is cokernel preserving (or, left exact) if coker(F(f)) = F(coker(f)) for every 
f. 
(ii) F is kernel preserving (or, right exact) if ker(F(f)) = F(ker(f))for every f. 
(iii) F is exact if it is both cokernel and kernel preserving. 
Proposition 3.1.2: An exact functor satisfies the following: 
(i) F(im(f)) = im(F(f)) 
(ii) F(coim(f)) = coim(F(f)) 
Proposition 3.1.3: A left exact functor is additive. 
Proposition 3.1.4: A right exact functor is additive. 
Remark 3.1.1: All functors between abelian categories will be additive. 
§ 3.2 Adjoint functors 
Definition 3.2.1: Let C and V be two categories (additive) and F : C -^ V and 
G : V -^ C he covariant functors. The functor F is said to be a left adjoint of 
G (and G is said to be a right adjoint of F) if Hom(F(A),C) and Hom(A,G(C)) 
are equivalent for all AeC and CEV. That is for each AeC and CGV, there is a 
bijection 
7?^ .^ : Hom{F{A),C) -4 Hom{A,G{C)) 
Moreover, F, G are adjoint if there exists a natural equivalence between the two 
composite functors 
CxV ^ VxV ^ Ens. 
CxV ^ CxC ^ Ens. 
If F and G are contravariant functors then F and G are adjoint on the left if 
Hom(F(A),C) is naturally equivalent to Hom(A,G(C)). 
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More formally, F and G axe adjoint on the left if there exists a natural equivalence 
between the two functors. 
^ .^^ Fx[ ^^^ ^^^ Horn -r^ 
C xV —)• V xV —)• Ens. 
C X P —^P xC ^ VxV ^ Ens. 
and F and G are adjoint on the right if there exists a natural equivalence between 
the two functors 
CxV ^VxC '-^VxV ^ Ens. 
CxV '^CxC ^ E n s . 
Here the natural equivalence r] is called adjunction. 
Example 3.2.1: Let Ring be the category of rings(always with identity). 
If we " forget" the addition, we obtain a functor F : Ring ->• M, where M is 
the category of monoids. The left adjoint G : M ^ Ring assigns each M to its 
monoid ring Z(M) in particular, if M is a group, the ring Z(M) is the usual group 
ring over the integers. 
Example 3.2.2: Let T : Grp -^ .Ab be a functor which assigns each group G 
to its factor group G to its factor commutator T(G), and F : Ah -^ Q a, forgetful 
functor. Then any homomorphism from G to an abelian group A factors uniquely 
through the evident morphism G —>-T(G). This gives a bijection 
Hom(T(G),A)S Hom(G,F(A)). 
which asserts that T is left adjoint to the forgetful functor F. 
Example 3.2.3: In the category /?Mod of R-Modules over a commutative ring 
R, it is fact that the bilinear function 
F : A x B—>ConAx B can be interpreted as a linear function on A to 
the linear function on B to C, in other words there is a linear equivalence 
Horn (A® B,C) ^ Hom(A,Hom(B,C)). 
For fixed B, this asserts that the functor (g) B is left adjoint of the Hom(B, ). 
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Example 3.2.4: If ^ is a complete category then the functor Hom(A,_) : 
A -^•Ens is the left adjoint of the functor F : Ens -> A which assigns to each set 
S categorical sum F(S) = Yl A, since there is a natural equivalence 
s 
Hom(F(S), A') ^ Hom(S, Hom(A, A')) for all A'G A. 
Example 3.2.5: Consider the category r of topological spaces, the functor 
( - X /) : r -^ r 
which assigns each space T, to its cartesian product with the unit interval I, T 
X I, is left adjoint of the functor 
which assigns to each space T, the space of all its paths. 
Example 3.2.6: The contravariant functor 
Hom{-,A) : Grp -4 Grp 
is adjoint on the right to itself. 
Now we will state certain important propositions for adjoint functors. 
Proposition 3.2.1: A functor S : A -^ B has a left adjoint if and only if, for 
each object B, the functor Hom(B,S(A))is representable as a functor of A. 
Proposition 3.2.2: A functor T : B ^ A has a right adjoint if and only if, for 
each object A, the functor Hom(T(B),A) is corepresentable as a functor of B. 
Also T has a right adjoint if and only if for each object A there is terminal object 
in the category of all {h^,T) co-pointed objects of B. 
Proposition 3.2.3: A functor T : 5 -> >1 is a left adjoint to S : A-^ B if and 
only if there are uatvual transformations u : /^ -^ST and fi : TS -> /^, such that 
S( /M) U^,^, = I^.j,, and it.j.^^^T{Ug) = Z^ .^ ,^ for all objects A of X and B of 5. 
Proposition 3.2.4: A functor S : ^ -> S has a left adjoint if and only if S is 
left root preserving and has a reflective sub-category as an image. 
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Proposition 3.2.5: A coiitravaiiant functor S : A ^ B has an adjoint on the 
right if and only if it carries right roots and its image is reflective. 
Proposition 3.2.6: A contravariant functor S : A ^ B has an adjoint on left if 
and only if it carries left roots into right roots and its image is co-reflective. 
Proposition 3.2.7: A contravariant functor S : A -^ B has a right adjoint if 
and only if S is right root preserving and its image is co-reflective . 
Proposition 3.2.8: Let A and B be two categories and T : B-^A be a covariant 
functor. Assiune that there are given: 
(i) A function which associates to each object A of category A an object S(A) 
of the category B. 
(ii) A morphism /;^ : A -> T(S(A)) in A for each object of the category B, this 
give rise to a morphism 
ri^^ : Hom(S(A), B) -^ Hom(A, T(B)) defined as follows: 
VA.pi") = T(?;)p^. 
7]^ g is supi)osed to he bijective for all A e A and B E B. 
Under this conditions, there exists a covariant functor S .A -^ B such that T is 
its left adjoint functor. 
§ 3.3 GPB, GPO and complete functors 
Definition 3.3.1: A functor F : C ^ B is called a GPB-functor (GPO - functor) 
if and only if it preserves the generalized pullback(pushout) i.e, 
if GPB [ B„ A, A], = [P, a„ B i ], in category C. 
then GPB [ F(B,), F(A), F(A)], = [F(P), F(Qi), F(B,)], in category V. 
Dually, 
if G P B [C, 7., B,], = [ B, A , Q ], in category C. 
then G P B [F(C), F(7^, F(B,) ], = [ F(B,), F{Si), F(Q) ], in category V. 
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Definition 3.3.2: A contravariant functor F : C -^ B is called a GPB-functor 
(GPO - functor) if and only if it carries the generalized pushout (puUbacks) into 
generalized puUbacks(pushouts). 
Remark 3.3.1: A contravariant functor F : C -^ B is called a GPB-functor 
(GPO - functor) if and only if F* : C* ^ B' is a GPB-functor (GPO - functor). 
Remark 3.3.2: Every representable functor is a GPB-functor. 
Example 3.3.1: For any object C of a category C, the functors Hom(C,-) : 
C -> Ens and Hom(C,-) : C* -> Ens are GPB-functors. 
Example 3.3.2: If C is a category in which tensor product is defined, then for 
every object AG C, the functor - ( g ) 4 : C - > C i s a GPO-functor. 
Definition 3.3.3: A covariant functor F : C ^ B is called GPB reflect (GPO 
reflect) if and only if pre-image under F of a GPB(GPO) is also GPB(GPO). 
Definition 3.3.4: A contravariant functor F : C -^ B is called GPB contra-
reflect (GPO contra-reflect) if and only if pre-image under F of a GPO(GPB) is 
also GPB(GPO). 
Some results: 
Lemma 3.3.1: Let F, F' : C -^ B he two isomorphic functors. The functor F is 
GPB-functor (GPO-functor) if and only if F' is GPB-functor (GPO-functor). 
Lemma 3.3.2: The composition of two GPB-functor (GPO-functor) is also a 
GPB-functor (GPO-functor). 
Lemma 3.3.3: A functor F : C -^ B is GPB-functor (GPO-functor) if and only 
if the dual functor F* : C* ^ B' is GPO-functor (GPB-functor). 
Theorem 3.3.4: A functor F : C -> 0 is a GPB-functor if and only if the 
functor Hom(D,-) : C -> Ens is a GPB-functor, for all D G V. 
Theorem 3.3.5: If the functor admits its left adjoint, then it is a GPB- functor. 
Dually, 
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Theorem 3.3.5*: If a functor admits its right adjoint, then it is a GPO- functor. 
Theorem 3.3.6: If a contravariant functor admits an adjoint on the right, then 
it is a GPO- functor. 
Dually, 
Theorem 3.3.6*: If a c;ontra,variaut functor admits an adjoint on the left, then 
it is a GPB- functor. 
Theorem 3.3.7: Every embedding covariant functor is a GPB-reflect. 
Theorem 3.3.7*: Every embedding covariant functor is a GPO-reflect. 
Theorem 3.3.8: Every embedding contravariant functor is a GPB-contrareflect. 
Theorem 3.3.8*: Every embedding contravariant functor is a GPO-contrarefiect. 
Theorem 3.3.9: Every covariant equivalence functor is both GPB and GPB-. 
reflect . 
Theorem 3.3.9*: Every covariant equivalence functor is both GPO and GPO-
reflect. 
Theorem 3.3.10: Every contra.variant equivalence functor is both GPB and 
GPB-contrareflect . 
Theorem 3.3.10*; Every contravariant equivalence functor is both GPO and 
G PO-contrareflect. 
Definition 3.3.5 (Left complete functor): Let C and V be the left complete 
categories. A functor F : C -^ V is called a left complete if 
(i) T G C is a terminal object = ^ F(T)6 V is also a terminal object. 
(ii) F is a GPB-functor. 
Dually, 
Definition 3.3.5*(Right complete functor): Let C and V be the right com-
plete categories. A functor F : C ^ V is called a right complete if 
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(i) IG C is a initial object 
(ii) F is a GPO-functor. 
F(I)€ V is also a initial object. 
Definition 3.3.6( complete functor): Let C and V be the complete categories. 
A functor F : C -^ V is called a complete if and only if it is both left complete' 
and right complete. 
Example 3.3.3: Let C be a left complete category. For any object C 6 C, the 
functor Hom(C,-) : C -> Ens is a left complete functor. 
Example 3.3.4: Let ^Mod be the category of modules over R. Then for any 
CG ^Mod the functor _(8) C : /{Mod ->• /{Mod is a right complete. 
§ 3.4 Reflections 
Definition 3.4.1: Consider a category C, a sub category V and an object A G C. 
A coreflection for A in P is an object R(A) G T> together with a morphism 
PA-.A-^ R{A) 
such that for every object A' e V and every morphism A 
unique morphism R(A) —>• A' in C ' making the diagram 
A - ^ ^ R{A) 
A' 
commutative. 
Remark 3.4.1: Denoting by I the inclusion functor from V to C, the morphism 
PA : A^ R{A) defines a coreflection for A if the functor [R{A), A']D -> [A, I{A')]-
induced by PA i.s ono-ono correspondence for A' G V. 
Remark 3.4.2: If V is a full sub category of C then every object of C which is 
in V is its own coreflection via this identity morphism. 
A ' there exists a 
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Remark 3.4.3: From uniqueness of R(A) -^ A' it follows that any two coreflec-
tion of A are isomorphic in V. 
Definition 3.4.1*: R(A) -^ A' is the reflection of A in P if R(A)e V and if for 
every morphism A' ^ A with A' eV there exists a unique morphism A' ^R(A) 
in V such that the diagram 
A' 
R{A) > A 
is commutative. 
Definition 3.4.2: If every object in C has a co-reflection( reflection) in C, then 
V is said to be co-reflective (reflective) sub category of C. In this case R becomes' 
a functor from C->P, called the co-reflector (reflector) of C in D, by assigning to 
each morphism O' : A —> B in C the unique morphism R(a) : R(A) —>• R(B) in V 
such that the diagram 
A ^ ^ R{A) 
R{a) 
B > R{B) 
PB 
is commutative. 
Proposition 3.4.1: Reflection is unique upto isomorphism. 
Example 3.4.1: Let ^Mod be the category of R-modules and R'- homomor-
phisms where R' is a subring of R. Let ^^ be the sub category of R-homomorphisms. 
The reflection of an object A G ^Mod in ^^ is called its covariant extension. 
Example 3.4.2: Let Me be the category of metric spaces and distance decreasing 
morphism (weakly decreasing), C the sub category of complete spaces. Then the 
reflection of a metric space A in C is its completion. 
Example 3.4.3: Let B be the category of ordered pairs and singletons of abelian 
groups. An object of B is either a group or an ordered pair of groups (G,H). The 
morphisms will be linear and bilinear, a morphism between two singletons is 
linear, a morphism from a pair to a singleton is bilinear, there are no morphisms 
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into pairs. Let Q he the sub-category of singletons and linear morphisms. The 
reflection of a pair in Q is its tensor product. 
Example 3.4.4: A category ,4b of abeUan groups is a reflective sub category of 
the category Grp of all groups. 
Example 3.4.5: A category of torsion free groups is a reflective sub category of 
the category ^ b of abelian groups. 
Example 3.4.6: The category of a complete metric spaces is a reflective sub 
category of the category of all metric spaces and uniformly continuous maps. 
Example 3.4.7: Category of compact spaces is a reflective sub category of the 
category of normal Hausdorff" Spaces. 
§ 3.5 Roots and limits 
Definition 3.5.1: Let T> and A be categories and F : P —> .4. be a functor. 
The left-root (if it exists) of F is a constant functor h: V -^ A together with a 
natural transformation L —>• F, such that for each constant functor C : V ^ A 
and transformation C —>^ F, there exists a unique transformation C —>^ L such 
that C ^ L ^ F = C - ^ F . 
Remark 3.5.1: Since constant functor into the category A are in one-to-one 
correspondence with the objects of A, and the natural transformations between 
constant functors are in one-to-one correspondence with the morphism of A, if 
we use L to represent, both the constant functor and its unique value, we get that 
natural transformation L —> F is a collection of morphisms 
{ L -^ F(D) I D e V } such that for any morphism a : D ^ D' in D, the 
diagram 
L > F{D) 
F{a) 
F{D') 
commutes. 
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Definition 3.5.2: A family of morphisms { X -)• F(D) | D G P } such that' 
for any morphism a : D —> D' in D the diagram 
X > F{D) 
\ . F(a) 
F{D') 
commutes, is called a left compitable family for functor F. Thus we can also 
define the root of the functor in the following way: 
Definition 3.5.3: Let ¥: V ^ AhQ a^ functor. An object L in a category A 
together with a left c:onipitable family { L -> F(D) | D G I> } for functor F, if 
for every compitable family { X -)• F(D) | D GC* } for F, there exists a unique 
morphism r/ : X ^ L such that X -> L ^ F(D) = X -^ F(D) for all D G V. 
Some properties of left roots. 
Proposition 3.5.1: Any two left roots of a functor are naturally equivalent. 
Proposition 3.5.2: Let V be the category with objects A and B and a family 
of non-identity morphism { cti : A -> B} | i = 1,2}. Then a functor ¥ -.V -^ A 
has a left root if and only if family of morphism {¥{ai) : F(A) -> F(B)} | i= 1, 
2} has an equalizer in A. 
In particular, equalizer is a left root of a certain inclusion functor. 
Proposition 3.5.3: Let P be a discrete category with the objects A and B.' 
Then the functor ? : V -^ A has left root if and only if A has a product of F(A) 
and F(B). 
Proposition 3.5.4: The category A has product if and only if for every discrete 
sub category V, inclusion functor I : V ^ A has a left root. 
W'V now s(H^  thai int(ns(H't,ion in a category can also be considered as left root. 
Let { Ui : Ai —> A | iG 1} be a family of sub objects of an object A in 
category A. We can form a sub category V = {O, M.} of the category A whose 
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class of objects and class of morphisms are as follows : 
O^ {A,Ai\iel},M = {lA, IM, Ui I ie 1} 
Proposition 3.5.5: The inclusion functor I: V ^ A has left root if and only if 
the given family of sub objects has intersection in category. 
Proposition 3.5.6: Fullback is a left root of a certain inclusion functor. 
Definition 3.5.4: The right root of a functor F : V -^ A is a. constant functor 
R : V -^ A togiMher with a natural transformation F -^ R, such that for any 
constant functor C : V -^ A and transformation F —^  C, there exits a unique 
transformation R -> C such that F - > R - ^ C = F - > C . 
Remark 3.5.2: If we denote by R, the constant functor and its unique value, 
then transformation F —> R can be denoted by the family of morphisms 
{ F(D) -> R I D € P } such that for any morphism a : D -> D', the diagram 
F{D) > R 
F{a) 
F{D') 
commutes. 
Definition 3.5.5: A family of morphism { F ( D ) - ) - X | D G l > } i s called a right 
compitable family for F, if for every morphism a : D -> D' in P the digram 
F{D) > X 
F{a) 
F{D>) 
commutes. 
We can a,lso define right root of a, functor in terms of right compitable family as 
follows: 
Definition 3.5.6: Lot F : r>-> A be a functor. An object ReA together with a^  
right ('ouipita,bl(' family 
{ F(D) —> R I D e P } of morphisins is called the right root of the functor 
F, if for every right compitable family { F(D) -> X | D G P } for F, there exists 
a unique morphisni ^ : R -^ X such that 
F{D) —^R-UX = F{D) - ^ X for all D G P 
Note : All the dual of the proposition for the case of left root are true for that 
of right root. 
Definition 3.6.7 (Directed category): A category V is said to be directed 
category, if it satisfies the following conditions: 
Di : For every pair of objects A, B the set Hom(A,B) U Hom(B,A) has at most 
one element. 
D-i • For every i)air of oljjects A, B there exists an object C such that neither 
Hom(A,C) nor Hom(B,C) is empty. 
Definition 3.5.8(Limit): If P be a directed category, then for any functor F : 
P-> A, left root of F is called the inverse limit of F (lim F)and right root of F 
is called the direct limit of ( lim F) of F 
Let G be an abelian group and T the family of finitely generated subgroup 
of G, together with all the inclusion morphisms between them, JF is directed 
category which is a sub category of ^ b . The direct limit of its inclusion functor 
isG. 
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CHAPTER 4 
CATEGORICAL PROPERTIES OF DERIVATIONS 
§ 4.0 Intoduction 
An additive mapping d ; R->R, from a ring R to R is said to be a derivation 
on R if d(xy) = d(x)y + xd(y) holds for all x, yGR. The notion of derivation is ex-, 
tended to (a, r)-derivation, Jordan derivation, generalized derivation, semideriva-
tion etc. and properties of these forms are described in many papers with respect 
to the ring structure. The results given in this chapter are based on the work of 
Nakajima 
([45], [46]). In the beginning exact sequence of the set of generalized deriva-
tions and the set of derivations from a k-algebra S to an S/k- module M, has 
been given. Further, combining this fact with the result of the universal mapping 
property of derivation, corresponding universal mapping property for generalized 
derivation is given in Section 4.2. Section 4.3 opens with the notion of generalized 
Jordan(resp. Lie) derivation. Later, a relation of derivation and the correspond-
ing homomorphisnis using some kind of algebra has been presented. Finally,, 
in Section 4.4, some categorical properties of the set of all generahzed Jordan 
derivation(resp. Lie derivation) have been given. 
§4.1 Derivations 
A mapping d : R -^ Ris said to be a derivation on a ring R if it satisfies the 
following conditions : 
(i) d ( x + y ) = d(x) + d(y) 
(ii) d( xy ) = d(x)y + xd(y), for all x, y G R. 
The most natural example of a nontrivial derivation is the usual differentia-
tion on the ring F[x] of polynomials defined over a field F. 
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For a fixed a € /?,, define d : /? -> /? by d(x) = [x, a] for all x G /?. The function 
d so define can be easily checked to be additive and 
d(xy) = [xy, a] 
= x[y, a] + [x, a.]y 
= xd(y)+ d(x)y 
Thus d is a derivation which is called Inner derivation of R associated with 
'a' and is generally denoted by la-
It is obvious to see that every inner derivation on ring i? is a derivation. But 
converse need not be true in general, i.e, one can find a plenty of examples of 
derivations on a ring which are not inner. 
Definition 4.1.1(Centre of ring): The centre Z(R) of a ring R is the set of all 
those elements of R which commute with every elements of i? i.e, 
Z{R) = {x e R\ xr = rx for all, r e R} 
Thus a ring R is couiniutative if and only if Z(R) = R. If d is a derivation on R 
and r G Z{R), then d(r) G Z(R). 
Definition 4.1.2(Jordan Derivation): A mapping d : R -^ R is said to be 
Jordan derivation on R if it satisfies the following properties: 
(i) d{x + y) = d{x) + d{y) for all x e R 
(ii) d{x^) = d{x)x + xd{x) for all x e i? 
Remark 4.1.1: Every derivation on a ring /? is a Jordan derivation but the 
converse need not be true in general. The following example justifies the fact. 
Example 4.1.1: Let /? be a 2-torsion free ring and aG R such that xax=0 for 
all xG R but xay^^O for some (x7^y)G R. Define a map &.R -^ R as follows: 
d{x) = ax. 
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Then it can be easily verified that d is a Jordan derivation but not a deriva-
tion. 
Let S be an algebra over a commutative ring k and M an S/k-bimodule, that 
is , M is a left and right S-module such that s(mt) = (sm)t, a(sm) = s (am) and 
am = ma for any s, t e S, a Gk and m EM. If M and N are S/k-bimodules, a 
homomorphism f : M -> N means a k-module and a two-sided S-module map. 
A k-module map d : S ^ M is called a derivation (resp. inner derivation) if 
d.(st) = d(s)t + sd(t) s, t G S(resp. d(s) = ms - sm, for some m G M ) . We denote,, 
the set of derivations (resp. inner derivations) from S to M by Derk{S, M) (resp. 
Innk{S,M)). Derk{S,M) is a k-module and Innk{S,M) is a k-submodule of 
Derk{S,M). 
A k-module map f : S -)• M is called a generahzed derivation if there exists 
a derivation d : S -^ M such that 
fist) = f{s)t + sd{t) for any s,t e S, (4.1.1) 
and for m, n GM, a map /,„,„ : S -^ M 
fm,n{s) = ms^-sn (4.1.2) 
is called a generalized inner derivation . 
The notion of generalized derivation in rings was first introduced by Bresar. 
Further in the year 1999, Nakajima [4 j^ extended this notion and studied its 
categorical properties. 
Definition 4.1.3: For a k-module map f : S —^  M and an element m G M, a pair 
(f,m) is called a generalized derivation, if 
fist) = f{s)t + sf{t) + smt ior &ny s.teS. (4.1.3) 
Generalized inner derivation is given by 
fnrA^^-) = /m,n( .5) t + 5/m,„,( t ) + s{-m - n)t 
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and is denoted by {f,n,n, —^ - ^)- Two generalized derivations (f , m) and (g , n) 
are equal if f - g and in = n. Under some conditions, m is uniquely determined 
by f. In the following, we use a generalized derivations (resp. generalized inner 
derivations) in our sense. We also denote, the set of generaUzed derivations (resp. 
generalized inner derivations) from S to M by gDcrk{S, M) (resp. gInnk{S, M)). 
These are also k-modules. 
§ 4.2 Homological properties of generalized derivations 
In this section, we discuss the relation between the k-modules gDerk{S,M) 
and Derk{S,M) for an S/k-bimodule M. First, we give two elementary lemmas 
which show the relation of derivations and generalized derivations. 
Lemma 4.2.1: Let (f,ni) : S ^ M be a generalized derivation. Then there exists 
a derivation d ; S -> M such that f(st)= f(s)t + s d(t ). If { m G M | Sm = 0 } 
= 0, then d is uniquely determined by f. 
Proof: We define a map d : S - > M b y d = f - | - m / that is, 
d(s) = f(s) + ms( s e S ). Then d is a derivation and f(s)t + s d(t) = f(st) 
is easily seen. Moreover, if f(st) = f(s)t + s (ii(t ) = f(s)t + s d2{t), then 
S( di - da){t) = 0 and thus di = d^. 
Lemma 4.2.2: Let d : S -> M be derivation. Then for any non-zero element 
m G M , ( f = d + m ; , - m ) i s a generalized derivation such that f 7^  d and d 
associates to f. 
Proof: For a non-zero (>lement m G M, the map f : S —> M defined by 
f = d + mi is a k-module map and f(s)t -f s f(t) + s(-m)t = f(st). Thus (f, 
- m) is a generalized derivation, and f(s)t + sd(t) = f(st) is easily seen. 
Remark 4.2.1: For a generalized derivation (f,m): S ^ M, the map <ii : S -> 
M defined by fl!i(s)= ( f + TU,. )(s)= f(s) + sm is a derivation, but it does not 
hold f(st) = f(s)t + s di(t). Conversely , if d : S ^ M is a derivation, then (d + 
m,.,-m ) is a generalized derivation and it is also (d + mr){si) 7 (^d + mr)(s)t + 
sd (t). 
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In any case, if we define a generalized derivation in (4.1.1) by f(st)= sf(t) + d(s)t, 
tlien Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2 hold for the right multiplication mr- Now, if (f, m) 
and (g,n ) are generahzed derivations then (f+g, m+n ) and (af, am) ( a G k) are 
also generalized derivations and so gDerfc (S, M ) is a k-module. For k-modules 
Derfc(S, M) and gDerfc(S, M )we state the following key theorem due to Naka-
jima[45]. 
Theorem 4.2.3([45, Theorem 2.4]): Let M be an S/k-bimodule. Then the 
following sequence is split exact as k-modules. 
0 _ ^ M ^ gDerfc(S, M ) ^ Derfc(S, M ) —> 0 (4.2.1) 
where </?M(ni) = ( ni/, -m ) and (/^ ^((f, m))= f + ^ / 
Proof: By the addition on gDerfc(S, M), tpM , ^M are k-module maps. Then by 
Lemmas 4.2.1 and 4.2.2, ipM is an epimorphism and KenpM — Im ipM is easily 
seen. Define a map (p',^^ : Derfc(S, M)—> gDerfc(S, M) by (^^(d) = (d, 0 ). Then 
^M^'M is the identity map on Derfc(S, M) and thus 4.2.1 is spht exact. 
Since our definition of a generalized derivation (4.1.3)is a symmetric, so the 
sequence (4.2.1) is also exact by the map -0 : M —>• gDerfc(S, M) given by 
t/'(m) = {uir, —m) 
and (/? : gDerfe(S, M)^ Derfc(S, M) given by 
The exact sequence (4.2.1) gives a functorial relation between Derfc(S, -) and 
gDerfc(S, -)as follows: 
Let a : M -^ N he a homomorphism of S/k-bimodule. Then a induces a 
k-module map 
a. : gDerfc(S, M) ^ gDerfc(S, N) 
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given by a*(f, m) = (af, a{m)) and gDerfc(S, -) is a functor from the category of 
S/k-bimodules to the category of k-modules. Moreover, the diagram below: 
gDer,iS,M) -^^ gDerk{S,N) 
fM <PN 
Dermis, M)®M ~:r^ Derk{S,N)®N 
commutes, where {cK){d, m) = (ad , Q'(m)), 0x((f, x)) = (f + x;, x ) ( x G X, X 
= M, N ). So we have a natural transformation of functors 
0:gDerfc(S,-)^Derfc(S,-)©F, (4.2.1) 
where F is the forgetful functor from the category of S/k-bimodules M by theorem 
4.2.3, we get 
Corollary 4.2,4: The functors gDerfe(S, -) and Derfc(S, -)© F from the category 
of S/k-bimodules to the category of k-modules are naturally equivalent. 
Now, we will consider the universal problem for generalized derivations . Let 
S"/ k be the opi^ositc algebra of S/k. Since M is an S/k-bimodule , M is a left 
S (g)fc5° -module by (s(8)t")m = smt ( s, t G S , mGM). Then the map 
/x : 5 (8)fc S"3 X (g) y° H-> xy G 5 
is a left S i8)fcS'''-module map and its kernel I is a left S ^feS^-module . If S/k has 
an identity element 1, then by, the map 
5,9 : S 9 X ^ (x (g) 1") - (1 ® x°) G / 
is a k-derivation and 5s has the following universal mapping property: for every 
left S (8)fc6'°-module M and every k-derivation d : S -> M , there exist one and only 
one S ^fcS'^-module map h : 1 —> m such that d = h (5s. Us ing these results and 
Corollary 4.2.4, Nakajima [45] obtain the following universal mapping property 
of generalized derivation. 
Theorem 4.2.5([45, Theorem 2.6]): Let S/k be an algebra with identity element 
1, M an S/k-bimodule and (f, m) : S -> M a generalized derivation. Then the 
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map 
gSs:S—^IeiS^kS°) 
defined by gSsM = {gSs{x), - 1 (Six") gives a generalized derivation ( gSs, (0, 
1(8)1'^ )) and there exists a unique left S ^^^''-modules map 
h/ : I e S ^kS" -^ M 
such that f = hf{g6s) and h/(0, 1®!°) = m . This induces the map 
6 / : Horn , ,^,„ (I e (S <^,S"), M)3Q^{a{g Ss/k) Q{ 0, 10lO))GgDerfe(S, 
M) 
is a k-module isomorphism. 
Proof: Since M is a left S (S)fc 5°-modules, then by Corollary 4.2.4 and the above 
universal mapping property, we have a chain of isomorphisms of k-modules 
gDerfc(S, M) ^ Derfc(S, M)® M 
^ Hom , ^^,„ (I, M) 0 Hom , ^^,„(S ^kS'', M) 
^ H o m , ^ ^ , „ ( I © ( S ® f c 5 ° ) , M ) . 
By these isomorphisms, a generalized derivation (f, m) corresponds to the map 
h; : I © (S 0fe S°) 9 (x® 1° - 1 ® X °, y (8) z°) -^> ( f + mi){ x )+ ymz G M. 
Define a map g Ss{x) : S —^ I © (S ® S") by (? Ss{x) = (5s(x), -1 ® x°). Then ( 
g Ss, (0, 1 <S> I" ))is a generalized derivation, h/(0, 1 0 1° ) = m and hf{g (5s)(x) 
= hf{g (5.5(x), -1 (g) x° ) = f(x) + mx - mx = f(x). Moreover { g ^^(x)— xG S 
}generates I © (S (g S°)as left S (S)fc S°- modules, h/ is uniquely determined as 
an S (g) S°- modules, h/-module map and thus ( g 6s, (0, 1 (g) 1° )) is a requested 
one, completing the proof. 
If S/k is a comnmtative algebra with identity, then a left S/k-module M can 
be considered as an S/k-bimodule and a left S <Sik S^-module by 
/i : S (8)fc S° 9 X 0 y h-> xy 6 S. 
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We also see that (S 0^ S")/I is isomorphic to to S. Since ( xig) 1 - 1 0 x)ni = 
0(m e M) and I is generated by (x®! - 1 (g) x), (S (g) S°)/ I -module structure on 
M coincides to the initial left S-module structure on M, and we have a k-module 
isomorphism Hom S ^kS" (I, M ) ^ Horn 5 ( 1/P, M) {[6, §10.11 ]). Therefore, 
by Thorem 4.2.5, we get the following. 
Corollary 4.2.6: Let S/k be a commutative algebra with identity, M a left 
S/k-module and (f, m) : S —^  M a generalized derivation. Let d 5/^ : S 9 x *-^ -
X ^ I - I <Si -r e IfP ho tlie canonical k-derivation. Then the map g 63 '• S 9 x 
t-^  {g 8s{x) , -x) G ( I / /^ ® S gives a generalized derivation ( ^ 5s , (0, 1 )) and 
there exists a unique S/k-module map hj : I / /^ © S -» M such that i = hf{ 
g 5s) and /i/((0, 1)) = m. This induces the map 
G/ : Horn , (I / /2 © S, M) 9 f ^ (f(.9 Sg/k, f(0,l )) €gDerfc(S, M) 
is a k-module isomorphism. 
Now, since gInnfc(S, -) is a subfunctor of gDer/c(S, -), we have a commutative 
diagram of functors : 
g lnn , (5 , - ) - ^ I m u - ( 5 , - ) ® F 
/ / i 
gDer , (5 , - ) ^ Derfc(5 , - )®F 
<t> 
where (j)res is the restriction of (p and 1, Ii are the canonical injection . This 
give the following exact sequence of k-modules. 
Theorem 4.2.7([45,Theorem 2.8]): The following diagram is commutative and 
the rows are split exact. 
0 ^ M - ^ gInnfe(5,M) - ^ ^ lnnkiS,M) > 0 
0 > M > gDerfc(5,M) ^ Derfc(5,M) > 0 
where io , i , ii are the canonical injections and ^i(m) = ( f^ ,o , -m ). 
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Proof : All maps in the diagram are k-module maps, and the commutativity 
of the diagram is easilly seen . lfifi{{ f,„„, -m -n )) = 0, then by sn = ns for 
any sG S, we see fm+7i,o = f m,n- Thus Kerc^i = Im Vi. The other part is clear by 
the Theorem 4.2.3 and the defination of ipi and (/?i . 
It is well known that Derfc( S ) = Der/c(S, S) is a Lie algebra under the 
bra,cket operation [d], d2] = did2 - d2di. We define a bracket operation in DerA-( 
S ) = gDerfe(S, S) as follows. For any (f, s), (g, t) G gDerfe(S), We get 
[(f, s), (g, t)] = ([f, g], f(t) - g(s)). 
Then it is easy to see that ([f, g], f(t) - g(s)) is a generalized derivation (x;, -x), 
S is a Lie sub algebra of gDer^ (S). For these Lie algebras, we obtain 
Theorem 4.2.8 ([45, Theorem 2.9]): The following sequence of k-modules 
0 - ^ S ^ gDer,(S ) ^ Derfc(S ) —> 0 
is split exact as Lie algebras. 
Proof: By the Theorem 4.2.3, it is sufficient to prove that ips and (fis are Lie 
algebra maps. For any x G S, there holds 
bs(f,s), <^s(g, t)](x) = [f + s,, g + t,](x) 
= [f, g](x) + f(tx) - tf(x) + sg(x) - g(sx) + stx -tsx 
= [f, g](x) + (f(t) - g(s))x 
= ^.s([f, g], f(t) - g(s))(x) 
= ^s ([(f,s), (g, t)])(x). 
Thus (fs is a Lie algebra map and similarly t/'s is also a Lie algebra map. 
§ 4.3 Generalized Jordan derivations 
Definition 4.3.1 (Generalized Jordan Derivation): Let f : S -> M be a 
k-linear map, u G M• A pair (f,a;) is called a generalised Jordan derivation if 
f{a^) = f{a)a + af{a) + auja, for any a G 5. (4.3.1) 
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Definition 4.3.2(Generalized Lie Derivation: For a k-module map f : S -> 
M and w G M, a pair (f, u;) is called a generalised Lie derivation if 
f{\a,b]) = [f{a),b] + [a,f{b)]+aujb, for any a, b e 5 (4.3.2) 
where [a, b] = ab - ba. If w = 0, then these are Jordan derivation and Lie 
derivation in the usnal sense. A generahsed Jordan or Lie derivations (f, u) and 
(g, r) are equal if f = g and uj = r. For a generalised Jordan derivation (f, u), 
calculating / ((a + 6)^), we have 
f{a o b) = f{a) o b + ao f{b) + aub + buja, for any a, b G 5, (4.3.3) 
where aob = ab + ba. Conversely, if M is 2-torsion free, that is, 2m = 0 implies 
m = O(meM), then (4.3.1) is induced from (4.3.3). 
Definition 4.3.3(Jordan Homomorphism): Let g : S— M^ be a k-linear map 
from S to a k- algebra B. The map g is called a Jordan homomorphism if 
g{a^) = g{a)g{a), for any a G 5 
. Then by g((a + b)'^ ) = g(a + b)g(a + b), we see 
g{a o 6) = g(a) o g[b) for any a, b G 5 
and of course if S is 2-torsion free, then g{a o 6) = g{a) o g(b) implies g{a^) = 
g{a)g{a). 
Definition 4.3.4(Lie Homomorphism): Let g : S->M be a k-linear map from 
S to a k-algebra B. The map g is called a Lie homomorphism if 
9{W,b]) = [g{a),g{b)] for any a, b G 5. 
Next, a new type of algebra S x^ M can be constructed as follows. 
Let u be a fixed element of M and let 5 x^ ^ M be the direct product of 
k-modules S and M. Define a multiplication on 5 x^ ^ M by 
(a, m){b, n) = {ab, an + mb + aujb), for any (a, m), (b, n) G 5 x^ ^ M 
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. Then it is easy to see that the multiphcation is associative, and the distributive 
holds. Thus we have 
Lemma 4.3.1([46, Lemma LI]): Let 5 x^ ^ M be a k-algebra defined above. If 
S has an identity element 1, then (L -(^) is an identity element of 5 x^ ^ M. If a 
is invertible in S, then (a, m) is invertible in S x^^ M with inverse (a" ' , —a'^uj —• 
a~^ma~^ — ua'^). 
We call this new type of algebra S' x^ ^ M a trivial extention of S by M associate 
to uj. If a; = 0, then 5 x^ ^ M = 5 x M is a usual trivial extention. The following 
lemma gives a relation of generalized (Jordan or Lie) derivations corresponding 
homomorphisms. 
Lemma 4.3.2([46, Lemma L2]): For a k-hnear map f : S>-^ M, we define, F : S 
3 a H^  (a, f(a))G S x^ M. Then 
(i) (f, uj) is a generalised derivation if and only if F is a ring homomorphism. 
(ii) (f, u) is a generalized Jordan (resp. Lie) derivation if and only if F is a 
Jordan (resj). Lie) homomorphism. 
§ 4.4 Some elementary properties of generalized Jordan and 
Lie derivations 
Let (f, uj) be a generalized Jordan derivations from S to M and let LOI be a 
left multiplication uji : S 3 a ^-^ ua € M. Then by (f + a;;)(a)a + a(f + a;/)(a) = 
f(a^) + uia^ = (f + uji){a'^), f + a;; is a Jordan derivation. Conversely, if f : S->M 
is a Jordan derivation, then for any u G M, (f + uJi, -u) is a generalized Jordan 
derivation.These results hold for a right multiplication ujj. • S 3 a *-^ au) ^ M. 
This leads to the following lemma obtained by Nakajiraa. 
Lemma 4.4.1([46, Lemma 2.1]): Let f : S-> M be a k-linear map 
(i) If (f, ij)is a generalized Jordan derivation, then f + cui and f + Ur are Jordan 
derivations. 
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(ii) If f is a Jordan doiivatiou, then(f + cj/, -to) and (f + a;,., -w) are generalized 
Jordan derivations for any u G M. 
Now we shall give categorical application of the above lemma earlier obtained by 
Nakajima [46]. 
Let gJDer(S, M)(resp.gDer(S, M)) be the set of all generalized Jordan deriva-
tions (resp.Jordan derivations). If (f, w), (g, r)G gJDer(S, M), then (f + g, UJ + T), 
r(f, u) = (rf, vuj)e gJDer(S, M)(rGk). This means that gJDer(S, M) and JDer(S, 
M) are k-modules. Then by Lemma 4.4.1, the following is easily seen. 
Theorem 4.4.2([46, Theorem 2.3]): The following sequence of k-modules is split 
exact. 
0 -> M ^ gJDer{S, M) ^ JDer{S, M) -^ 0, (4.4.1) 
where IIJM{^) = {^i, -t^;) and (PMH^, U)) = f + ui {U e M). 
Since our definition of generalized Jordan derivation Definition 4.3.1 is left 
and right symmetric, so the sequence (4.4.1) is also split exact by the maps M 
9 u ^{ur, -u;)e gJDer(S, M) and gJDer(S, M)9 (f, a ; ) ^ f + Ur^ JDer(S, M). 
Moreover the exact sequence (4.4.1) gives a functorial relation between gJDer(S, 
-) and JDer(S, -)as follows. Let a : M -^ A^  be a homomorphism of S/k-bimodule 
map. Then a induces a k-module map 
a . : gJDer{S,M) 9 {f,uj) ^ (cv/,a(cj)) G JDer{S,N), 
and gJDer(S, -) is a functor from the category of S/k-bimodules to the category 
of k-modules. Moreover, the diagram below commutes. 
gJDer{S,M) ^ ^ gJDer{S,N) 
JDer^^iS, M)®M —^ gJOer^iS, N)) 0 N 
a, 
where (a;)(f ,c^ ) = (cvf, a{u), ^^((f, x)) = (f + x;,x) (xG X, X = M, N). So 
we have a natural transformation of functors 
$ : gJDer{S, - ) ^ JDer{S, - ) 0 F, (4.5.2) 
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where F be the forgetful functor from the category of S/k-bimodule to the cate-
gory of k-modules. Since <J>M is an isomorphism for any S/k-bimodules M then 
by Theorem 4.4.2, we get 
Corollary 4.4.3:The functors gJDer(S, -) and JDer(S, - ) eF from the category 
of S/k-biniodules to tlie category of k-modulos are naturally equivalent. 
The set of all generalized derivations gDer(S) from S to S has a Lie algebra 
structure and we have the following split exact sequence of Lie algebras: 
0 - ^ 5 ^ gDeriS) - ^ Der{S) ^ 0 
So, we consider the Lie algebra structure in g.]Der(S) = gJDer(S, S). Let J is a 
Jordan derivation. Then by Definition 4.3.1 and Definition 4.4.3, we see 
2J(aba) = J(a o (ab + ba)) - J(a^ o b) 
= 2{J(a)ba + aJ{b)a + abj{a)) 
If 2 is a non-zero divisor in S, then for any (f,a;), (g,r)GgDer(S), we have 
[/, p](a^) = /(fi'(a)a + ag{a) + ara) - gif{a)a + af{a) + aua) 
= [/, g][a)(i + «[/, 9\[a) + aUir) - g{uj))a 
Therefore ((f, gj, f(T)-g(u;)) is a generalized Jordan derivation.We define abracket 
operation on gDer(s) that is, 
[{fM.{9.r)] = {[f.g\J{T)-g{uj)) 
Then gDer(S) and JDer(S) have a Lie algebra structure and the corresponding 
sequence to (4.4.2) is the following 
0 - ^ 5 - ^ gJDer{S) - ^ JDer{S) -^ 0. (4.4.3) 
In this case, ips is a Lie algebra map and for IJJS, we have 
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= {/(r):r + T/( .T) + T(-a;).x - / ( rx )} - {g{u)x + ug{x) + w ( - r ) x - g{wx)] 
Since there exists a generalized Jordan derivation which is not a generalized 
derivation , il>s is not a Lie algebra map in general. Thus (4.4.3) is not an exact 
sequence as Lie algebras. 
For generalized Lie derivations, one can obtain the similar results as obtained 
for generalized Jordan derivations which is as follows: 
Lemma 4.4.6: Let f : S->M be a k-linear map. Then the following holds: 
(i) If (f, u) is a generalized Lie derivation, then i + toi and i + u>r are Lie 
derivations. 
(ii) If f is a Lie derivation, Then (f + ui, -u) and (f + Ur, -uj) are generalized 
Lie derivations for any u £ M. 
We denote gLieDer(S, M)(resp. LieDer(S, M)) the set of all generalized Lie 
derivations (resp. Lie derivations). Then gLieDer(S, M) and LieDer(S, M) are 
k-modules with the usual addition and k-multiplication. Then by Lemma 4.4.6, 
the following is easily seen. Theorem 4.5.7 The following sequence of k-modules 
is split exact, too. 
0 ^ M ^ gLieDer{S, M) ^ LieDer{S, M) -> 0, (4.4.4) 
where ^A^(U;)=(CJ,, -U) and (fis{{f,uj)) = f + w; (w G M). 
Corollary 4.4.8: The functors gLieDer(S, -) and LieDer(S, -)®F from the cat-
egory of S/k-bimodules to the category of k-modules are naturallyequivalent. 
In this case, LieDer(S) = LieDer(S, S) is a Lie algebra by bracket operation. 
But in the calculation of [f, g]([a, b]) for any (f , u), (g ,r)€ LieDer(S), we can 
not calculate the following part 
f(aTb — bra) + g{aub — bua). 
Thus we do not know that gLieDer(S) has a Lie algebra structure or not. 
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